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COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE MEETING OF COUNCIL
MEETING TO BE HELD IN THE COUNCIL CHAMBERS,
606 MOUNTAINVIEW SQUARE
ON MONDAY, JANUARY 28, 2019 AT 7:30 P.M.
1.

Call to Order

2.

Public Input / Questions on Agenda Items

3.

Media Inquiries - For Clarification Only

4.

New Business/Adoption of Agenda

Page 3

5.

Riverbrook Estates Zoning Application – Steve Ziehr and Leonard
Kerkhoff (Presentation and Report)

Page 17

6.

461 Quatsino Zoning and OCP Amendment Open House

Page 19

7.

Density Benefits, OCP and Zoning Amendment Bylaw 1933, 2018
Report

Page 31

8.

Transportation Network Services

Page 91

9.

North Central Local Government Association Resolutions

CLOSED MEETING TO BE HELD FOLLOWING
THE COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE MEETING
ON MONDAY, JANUARY 28, 2019

Call for Closed New Business Items and Agenda Changes

Moved by

, Seconded by

THAT the agenda be adopted and Council deal with
these matters in closed session.

At this point the public leaves.

1.

Adoption of Closed Meeting Minutes – January 21, 2019

Page 1

2.

Land – S.90(1)(e)

Page 13

3.

Legal – S.90(1)(a)

Page 23

4.

Annual Report – S.90(1)(L)

Page 55

5.

Labour – S.90(1)(C)

6.

Release of Closed Items

7.

Adjournment

,
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FILE: 1.1.2.1.1

DELEGATION REQUEST
THE DEADLINE TO SUBMIT A COMPLETED DELEGATION REQUEST IS:
• NO LATER THAN 4 P.M. ON THE THURSDAY PRIOR TO THE DATE OF THE COUNCIL MEETING.
COMPLETED SUBMISSIONS ARE TO BE ADDRESSED TO THE ‘DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF CORPORATE
ADMINISTRATION’ AND CAN BE DELIVERED BY:
• FAX TO 250-632-4995, OR EMAIL TO eanderson@kitimat.ca, OR IN PERSON TO 270 CITY CENTRE.
Date

Request to attend the
Council Meeting of:

January 28, 2019

Date Request received
in the Corporate Office

Date

Steve Ziehr / Leonard Kerkhoff

Contact Name:
Organization being
Represented:

Riverbrook Estates Ltd / Kerkhoff Construction

Subject of the
Presentation:

Riverbrook Estates Zoning Application - Apartment Buildings
Re-zone from R1-B to R3-A
Name

Individuals Making the
Presentation:

1. Leonard Kerkhoff
2.

Purpose of
Presentation

Title
President - Kerkhoff Construction

Steve Ziehr

Sr Project / Development Mgr

information only
funding request

requesting a letter of support
other (provide details)

COMPLETE THIS SECTION FOR FUNDING REQUESTS
Has a Grants / Sponsorship Program application been submitted to the
District of Kitimat under the Grants / Sponsorship program?

yes
Funding Request

Will you be providing
supporting
documentation?

no

If no, will there be an application under the Grant / Sponsorship program?
Explain:

yes

no

If yes:

handouts at meeting (bring at least 10 copies)
publication in agenda (one original due by 4:00 the Thursday prior to
your appearance date)

Revised December 2016

4
Technical
Requirements

Personal Information
Protection Act

multimedia projector
other (provide details)
•

laptop

It is best practice to provide electronic presentations in advance for loading
and testing on the District’s equipment.

The personal information collected on this form is subject to the Personal
Information Protection Act (PIPA). The personal information, if needed, will be
used by the District of Kitimat to contact you regarding the request to appear
before the District of Kitimat Council at a scheduled Council Meeting.
If you have a question about the collection of your personal information, please
contact the District of Kitimat’s Deputy Director of Corporate Administration, or
designate, at the District Office 270 City Centre, Kitimat, BC or by calling 250 632
8900.

Release of Contact
Information

Yes, I consent to the publication of my Contact Information as part of
the District of Kitimat Council Agenda and made available to the public in
written and electronic form.
No, I do not consent to the publication of my Contact Information as
part of the District of Kitimat Council Agenda.

CONTACT INFORMATION
Contact Address

205-43995 Progress Way, Chilliwack, BC V2R 0E6

Contact
Phone Number

604-824-4122

Email

stevez@kerkhoff.ca

Fax Number

•

Each Delegation to Council is limited to 10 minutes, unless otherwise provided for in the Council
Procedure (Kitimat Municipal Code, Part 2, Division 1, Subdivision 7, Section 1).

•

When a public hearing is required by statute as a prerequisite to adoption of a bylaw, and a public
hearing has been concluded, Council must not permit a delegation to address a meeting of council
regarding that bylaw. (Kitimat Municipal Code, Part 2, Division 1, Subdivision 7, Section 3).

Helpful Presentation Suggestions:
•
•
•
•
•

have a purpose
direct your presentation to the Council, and communicate through the Chair (Mayor)
be prepared to answer questions from Council; the presentation is not debatable
bring enough handouts if your material is not published with the agenda
provide the Deputy Director of Corporate Administration with any relevant notes if not handed out or published with
the agenda

I have read and understand the procedures as described in the District of Kitimat Delegation Request
form.

Steve Ziehr
(Print name of delegate/representative)
Distribution:
Original - Deputy Director of Corporate Administration
Copy Applicant

January 24, 2019
(Signature)

(Date)
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COUNCIL REPORT
Date:

23 January 2019

File:

7.4.9

To:

Warren Waycheshen, CAO - for Mayor and Council

From

Gwendolyn Sewell, Director of Community Planning & Development

Re:

Density Benefit, OCP and Zoning Amendment Bylaw 1933, 2018

KITIMAT

Council is requested to consider two options for moving fonnrard with a density benefits. Option 1
is approving OCP policy changes as presented at public hearing for bylaw 1933 on
17 Decemb er 2018. Option 2 is attached as Bylaw 1 936; including both OCP policy as presented
and revised zoning changes. A public consultation process and public hearing is required if
Option 2 has Councilsupport.

A motion is requested. Staff would then prepare a report for the next regular meeting

1.

Draft Recommendations (two options)

Action: Council will select one of the Options below or othenrvise provide direction by resolution
Public hearing closed 17 December 2018. No comment was received.

Option I :

THAT Density Benefits OCP Amendment Bylaw 1933, 2018, is amended as
shown in Appendix 1

Option

THAT Density Benefits OCP and Zoning Amendment Bylaw 1936, 2019 is
brought forward to the next regular meeting

2.

2

Background

For much of the last three decades, housing prices and rental rates in Kitimat have been among
the lowest in BC. Until quite recently there have been few opportunities to negotiate for affordable
and accessible housing through development. Douglas Place, a22-unit affordable rental building
was established by BC Housing with DOK encouragement but no direct municipal involvement.
Staff do, however, routinely share information about demographic trends which document an
aging population and the need for housing which is universally accessible.

There is now much discussion at Council, Advisory Planning Commission, and lnteragency tables
regarding the need to provide affordable and accessible housing in Kitimat. Given the current
level of interest and pending real estate investment there is an opportunity today to encourage
private investment in affordable and accessible housing. Density bonuses may be an attractive
carrot and supplement to market opportunities.
Many residents want to live in traditional suburban neighbourhoods; others want maintenance-free
strata properties; or no-step homes. With a positive FlD, new investment is coming and policy
changes can increase long-term community value by leveraging market conditions to create a
legacy and meet a wider range of housing need. The current level of interest may be a golden
opportunity to add diversity to the local housing market.

The proposed OCP amendment would give staff a mandate to seek accessible and affordable
units in new projects. This would however remain a policy option and Councilwould be approving
individual housing agreements.
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Subsequent and related zoning amendments provide additional tools to encourage the
development of a more diverse housing stock. Staff believe the current and expected market is
an opportunity to be aggressive with density policy, suggesting a ratio of 2O% accessible and
affordable units to trigger a bonus benefit. This target is used in some other communities,
particularly in high-demand situations. Zoning locks-in the benefit formulas. Only projects
"outside the lines" set by zoning would require Council approval or "spot zoning".

3.

Options in Detail

A.

Option 1: Density Benefits OCP Amendment Bylaw 1933, 2018, amended as shown in
Appendix 1

The amended Bylaw 1933 is limited to OCP policy. Original Bylaw Sections (5) and (6) which
outlined related zoning amendments have been deleted. See Appendix 1 for revised bylaw
content.
Recommendation 16 of the Kitimat Housing Action P/an states the OCP should be amended to
establish a general policy that inclusion of affordable and accessible rental housing may be a
condition of residential rezoning. Current OCP policies encourage diversity, and monitoring the
need for affordable, rental, and special needs housing. Proposed OCP additions encourage
developments to include accessible and affordable units, and ensure that units remain in the
rental market. See Appendix 1, page 2 for OCP context and new policies.
Density benefit policy would stand alone in the OCP, giving direction for future inclusionary
zoning and density bonuses to be negotiated during any residential zoning amendment process
New policies confirm a willingness to consider adding density with number of units to be
determined at time of rezoning. Negotiated commitments would be secured through s.219
covenant or s.483 Housing Agreement. No property owner or developer would be guaranteed
additional density and Councilwould retain some discretion.
B

Option 2: Replace Density Benefits OCP and Zoning Amendment Bylaw 1933, 2018 with
Density Benefits OCP and Zoning Amendment Bylaw 1936, 2019

After further review of density benefits and how they may best be introduced to the Kitimat
Municipal Code, staff identified the need to include both Floor Area Ratio formulas and
amendments to Lot Area (Minimum). These changes are explained further below. Amenity
provisions to create accessible, affordable, and affordable rental housing align with Bylaw 1933

A generalzoning amendment sets parameters for property owners and developers, additional
density is guaranteed when specified amenities are provided. This approach has the benefit of
establishing a level playing field: opportunities to add density are transparent and equally
available to all projects.
Where developers wish to increase the number of units; they are able to do so by providing
enough accessible or affordable units to meet thresholds established in bylaw definitions. See
(a) to (c) below.
a

Accessibility Threshold:2Qo/o or more of dwelling units on site must meet or exceed
accessibility requirements of BC Building Code.
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b.

Affordable Rental: Housing Agreement to guarantee 20o/o or more of dwelling units on
site will rent a minimum of 20o/o below average rate for a private apartment as
determined by the Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC). Kitimat
currently does not meet CMHC criteria for data collection. Average rental price for
Kitimat will be calculated using latest median rental prices for Prince Rupert, Terrace,
and Prince George.

c.

Affordable Strata: Housing Agreement to guarantee applicable strata corporation
allows rental of individual units, and this rental opportunity will be available to unit
owners for a minimum of ten Years.

Kitimat Municipal Code (KMC) regulates density two ways. Floor Area Ratio or FAR regulates
size of building(s) on a parcel, Lot Area (minimum) regulates how building(s) may be divided
into units. Put another way, FAR establishes how much floor area space can be created based
on parcel size; number of units is determined by lot area. For the purpose of density benefits,
Lot Area (Minimum) will be used as the basis for calculating benefits in exchange for amenities.
For clarity, it is proposed that a zoning amendment establish Maximum Units per Hectare for
each multi-family zone, using existing figures in KMC. Number of units are limited to 1 unit for
every 375 square metres (m2) of lot area, with terrace dwellings at 1 unit per 220 m2 and
apartment units at 1 unit per 185 m2. Sample calculations are available in Table 1.
Table 1
per
(10,000 m2) - R3-A Zone
Hectare
Max Units
Base: 10,0001375 m2=
Apartment Unit: 10,000

I

27
185 m2 =

Terrace Dwelling: 10,000 I 220 m2 =

54

45

Density benefits are calculated using the same ratios as presented previously. Tier 1, when
2Oo/o of units are accessible or affordable, the developer is eligible for 10o/o additional units. For
Tier 2, developer is eligible for up lo 25o/o additional units. Amenity details are provided in Bylaw
1936, see Appendix 2. Note that R3-A1 Zone which is specific to property at 1851 Kingfisher
Ave remains unchanged (maximum 40 units)
Vacant multi-family property at 1015 Nalabila (at Alexander) is used here as an example.
(no application is pending). Property is zoned R3-A with Lot Area (Minimum) as follows. Table 2
outlines calculation of units and potential increase if density benefits are applied.
Table 2: Nalabila at Alexander
Lots Area (m2)
Max Units (Lot Area/375)

14,900
40

Tier 1 (8 accessible/affordable units)

44

Tier 2

50

Max Units Apartment (Lot Area/185)

81

Tier 1 (16 units accessible/affordable)

89
101

Tier 2
Max Units Terrace Dwellings (Lot Areal220)

6B

fier 1 (14 units

75

Tier 2

accessible/affordable)

85
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When adopted into a zoning bylaw, density benefits raise the maximum density with the
provision of amenities. A property owner knows the base density and what is possible if
accessible and affordable housing units are provided. To address concerns about over-supply,
starting point or existing base density may be reduced so that number of units on a parcel is net
zero following addition of density benefits (see Alternate Motions below).

4.

Research Approach and Findinss

Smart Growth BC provides an affordable housing continuum that outlines levels of affordability
and assistance from government (and non-profit) subsidies, to non-market housing, to home
ownership. See Figure 1.

Figure 1 Housing Gontinuum
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Funding for affordable housing projects is often a challenge. Density benefits are designed to
encourage the development industry to contribute to non-market housing stock, with little cost to
government or non-profit organizations. Fundamentalto this approach is allowing more market
(for profit) units in exchange for building non-market or accessible units that benefit the broader
community.

Staff reviewed policies from across BC to identify an appropriate approach for Kitimat. Policies
were quite diverse, addressing a number of needs with various requirements before awarding a
bonus benefit. Many communities use density benefits as incentive for providing underground
parking, green space, daycare spots, and social programming as well as housing. See Table 3
for sample policies. Nanaimo, for example, uses a point system, where points are awarded for
amenities that translate to different levels or tiers of density.
The attached Kitimat bylaw establishes a framework which allows a system to be established
based on Housing Action Plan recommendation for a density benefit for affordable and special
needs housing, and expanded later if there is interest in encouraging something more. Council
may wish to add density benefits for social space, energy-efficiency, and other amenities that
are Kitimat-appropriate. As noted above, proposed framework allows additional amenities to be
eligible for density benefits, using Tier 1 and Tier 2 to award benefits when appropriate levels of
amenity are provided.
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Table 3: Sample Density Bonus Policies
Communitv Zones

Te rrace

R4

- Medium Density MF Residential

R5

- High Density Residential

Amenitv

Requirement

Density Bonus

Accessi ble Dwel I ing Units
Daycare Centre

l Unit

2

L0 persons

4

L1-15 persons

6

*cl- - Central Business Commercial
*C1-A - Urban Commercial
*C7 - Downtown Cultural

*Mixed Use Zones

R8

- Medium Density Residential

R9

- High Density/High Rise

Resi de

L6

50% requi red

Affordable rental units
Nanaimo uses a point
system with seven
categories of amenities

1

needed forTier 1 and Tier 2.

ntial

R10- Steep Slope Residential

units/ha
units/ha
8 units/ha

or more persons

Belowsrade parking

off street parki ng

Unit

Tier

units/hectare

10

4

units/ha

units/ha

+0.1FAR

L

Categories:
Site Selection
Rete ntion/Restorati on

of

Natural Features
Parki nglSustai nable

Nanaimo

City Medium Density
Residential
R15 - Old

Transportation
Building Materials
Energy Management
Water Management
Social/Cu ltural
Sustainability

+0.25 FAR

Tier 2

RML Low DensityAttached Housing
RM2 Attached Housi ng
RM3

Underground Parking

Apartment

75o/o

+0.15 FAR

RM4Apartment - Senior Citizens
Monetary contribution
Underground Parking

RM2A Attached Housi ng

+0.1 FAR

Schedule AD
5oo/o

+0.75 FAR

Langford

RM7 Medium Density

Apartment

so% +0.15 FAR

Undereround Parking
Residential Amenity Space
Green space retained -

5

m2lunit

+0.25 FAR

shaded area

Schedule AE

+0.6 FAR

Achieving affordable housing is a complex process; with moving targets and multiple tools used in
different parts of BC. lt is important to note that each community is different with different values,
goals and objectives; therefore, what has been implemented in one place may not fit other
Communities. Table 4 outlines tools available with example communities in brackets.

Table 4: Affordable Housing Tools
Va
Zon
Suites Kitimat, Revelstoke
Bonus
anarmo
Resale Price Restrictions (Burnaby , Whistler)
lnclusion

Housi

Fund

Land Banking (Squamish, Bowen lsland)
Housinq Orqanization (Tofino, Capital Region)
Partnerships (Victoria, Whistler)
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Other policies are possible and used in other places to address different areas along the
continuum. ln all cases, success is largely based on significant community engagement and input
into a housing action plan and affordable housing strategy. Kitimat has incentives for secondary
suites and an affordable housing fund that to encourage more affordable housing. Several local
organizations (Kitimat Housing Resource Project, TSW, Kiwanis Village and Delta King Place,
plus BC Housing) and facilities (Douglas Place) offer subsidized and non-market housing. Given
the housing crunch that accompanies major projects an updated housing action plan and
affordable housing strategy may be appropriate.

6.

Budqet lmplications

An increase in housing units per site has potential for increasing property tax revenue.
lncremental density increases tend to lower costs to maintain infrastructure and services
Dir. of

7.

Alternative Motions

a.
b.

L

Direct staff to amend proposed bylaw to reduce base density to keep maximum units
at current levels.
Motion as determined through Council debate.

Council lnitiative/Other Relevant Plans

Plan

Strategic
(Expired 12/

2018)

Housing Action Plan
Recommendation 16

Community planning and asset management must be disciplined with a
long-term approach
Diversity in housing is important to our community

e

The OCP should be amended to establish a general policy that the
a
inclusion of affordable and accessible rental housing
(Community
Amen
arge)
condition of a residential rezoning

by
Gwendolyn Sewell, MCIP, RPP
Director of Community Planning & Development
S

Approved for S
Warren
n,
Chief Administrative Officer

GJS, CB
Encl:

Appendix 1 : OCP Amendment Density Benefit Policy, Bylaw 1 933-18
Appendix 2: OCP and Zoning Amendment Density Benefit Policy, Bylaw No. 1936-19
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APPENDIX

DISTRICT OF KITIMAT

1

BYLAW NO. 1933, 2018

A

BYLAW TO AMEND KITIMAT OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN AND KITIMAT
MUNICIPAL CODE WITH RESPECT TO CREATION OF DENSIry BENEFIT
POLICY FOR M U LTI-FAM I LY RESI DENTIAL PROPERTI ES.

WHEREAS THE BC Local Govemment Act specifies an Officiat Community Plan
(OCP) is a statement of objectives and policies to guide decisions on planning and
land use management which must include statements and map designations
respecting (a) the approximate location, amount, type and density of residential
development required to meet anticipated housing needs over a period of at least
five years;
AND WHEREAS THE BC LocalGovernment Act allows a local government to
divide portions of the municipality into zones and regulate the use of land within
zones;
AND WHEREAS Kitimat Council deems it is in the public interest to amend the OCP;
NOW THEREFORE the Council of the District of Kitimat, in open meeting assembled,
ENACTS AS FOLLOWS:
1

This bylaw may be cited as 'DENSITY BENEFIT POLICY

OCP

AMENDMENT BYLAW NO. 1933, 2018".

2.

Kitimat Official Community Plan (20O8) is hereby amended by:

a. adding text further to provisions outlined in Schedule 'A' which is
attached to and forms part of this bylaw;
3.

Re-number and amend sections of the Ktimat Official Community Plan
(2008) as necessary.

4

This bylaw shall come into force and be binding on all persons from the date
of adoption.

READ a first time this

13th

READ a second time this

13th

A PUBLIC HEARING was held this

17th day

day of

of

day

of

November , 2018.

November
December

,2018.
,2018.

AMENDED and
READ a third time this

day of

,2019

FINALLY ADOPTED this

day of

,2019

MAYOR

CORPORATE OFFICER
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Schedule "A"

OFFICIAL COMMUN ITY PLAN AMENDMENTS
Housing

Housing
Diversity

4.3.3

Preserve the diversity of housing types (e.9. single
houses and multi-unit housing such as duplexes, row
houses, apartments, and condominiums), lot sizes and
price ranges by ensuring that infill and new

development supports housing choice. As Kitimat
currently has a significant inventory of both vacant,
rental and affordable housing there is no requirement
for municipal programs to increase the availability of
housing in these categories in the next five years.
Kitimat should monitor this over time and adopt
policies should the need arise in the future for
affordable, rental and special needs housing.

4.3.4.

Support the

redevelopment of existing
commercial/residential developments into live/work
developments at appropriate sites.

Add and Amend Recommended OCP Text:
Affordable &

43J3

Encourage senior levels of goverrunent, other agencies

Special Needs
Housing

4.3.5
(change

including BC Housing and private groups to increase
the supply of affordable and special needs housing,
giving consideration to options to renew vacant multi-

policy
number)

Accessible,

4.3.5.1

Affordable, &
Rental Housing

(new)

Density Benefits

4.3.5.2

for Amenities,
Accessible,
Affordable and
Rental Housing
Housing
Quality

(new)

435
4.3.6
(renumber
policies
that follow
up to
4.3.1

l)

unit housing.

Support

the

development

or

redevelopment of

residential properties to provide housing units. Explore
opportunities to encourage construction of amenities
including but not limited to accessible, affordable, and
rental considerations.
Encourage the development of accessible, affordablg
and rental housing through density benefits. Pursuant
to Section 482 of the Local Government Act, density
maximum can be raised for selected multi-family sites
where amenities are provided.
Explore opporfunities to encourage owners and renters
to improve the quality (e.9., aesthetics, safety) of their
housing.
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BYLAW NO. 1936, 2019

A

BYLAW TO AMEND KITIMAT OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN AND KITIMAT
MUNICIPAL CODE WITH RESPECT TO CREATION OF DENSITY BENEFIT
POLICY FOR M U LTI-FAM I LY RESI DENTIAL PROPERTI ES.

WHEREAS THE BC Local Govemment Act specifies an Official Community Plan
(OCP) is a statement of objectives and policies to guide decisions on planning and
land use management which must include statements and map designations
respecting (a) the approximate location, amount, type and density of residential
development required to meet anticipated housing needs over a period of at least
five years;
AND WHEREAS THE BC Local Govemment Act allows a local government to
divide portions of the municipality into zones and regulate the use of land within
zones;
AND WHEREAS THE BC Local Government Act allows a local government to enact
zoning for density benefits for amenities, affordable housing, and special needs housing;
AND WHEREAS Kitimat Council deems it is in the public interest to amend the OCP and
Kitimat Municipal Code;
NOW THEREFORE the Council of the District of Kitimat, in open meeting assembled,
ENACTS AS FOLLOWS:
5

This bylaw may be cited as "DENSITY BENEFIT POLICY OCP AND
ZONING AMENDMENT BYLAW NO. 1936, 2019'.

6.

Kitimat Official Community Plan (2008) is hereby amended by:

a. adding text further to provisions outlined in Schedule 'A' which is
attached to and forms part of this bylaw;
7

Re-number and amend sections of the Kitimat Official Community Plan as
necessary.

8

Kitimat Municipal Code is hereby amended by:
a. Adding text further to provisions outlined as follows

L

Part 9 Division 1 - General, Subdivision 1 - lnterpretation
9.1.1.1

"Density Benefit (Accessible)" means at least 20o/o of the residential dwelling
units on site meet all accessibility requirements of British Columbia Building
Code (BCBC) Section 3.8 or any replacement legislation.

"Density Benefit (Affordable, Rental)" means the developer enters into a
Housing Agreement with the District of Kitimat, under s.482 of the Local
Government Act, to ensure that at least 20% of rental residential units will
be rented for at least 20% less than the average rental price for private
apartment in British Columbia, as determined by the Canada Mortgage and
Housing Corporation (CMHC) for the latest year, and cannot be withdrawn
from the rental stock for a period of ten years. Kitimat currently does not
meet CMHC criteria to have its own data. Average rental price is calculated
using latest median rental prices from Prince Rupert, Terrace, and Prince
George. lf CMHC begins publishing data for Kitimat, median rental price
will include data from Kitimat, Terrace, Prince Rupert, and Prince George.

28
"Density Benefit (Affordable, Strata)" mean the property owner or developer
enters into a Housing Agreement with the District of Kitimat, under s.482 of
the Local Government Act, that guarantees a strata corporation will not
prohibit rental of individual units for a period of ten years and to ensure
residential units are subdivided under the Sfrafa Property Act or otherwise
sold separately.
10

Part 9 Division 4

-

Residential Zoning, Subdivision 1 - General

9.4.1.

4.

Notwithstanding the provisions within Part 9 Division 4, Subdivision 1,
Section 2 (0, (h), (i), and O, maximum density of multi-family residential
developments may be increased by the amount indicated in table below,
when specified density benefit amenities are provided.

a.
b.

c.

Where development provides one amenity in 2Oo/o to 49o/o of units, the
maximum allowable Units per Hectare may be increased by 10%.
Where development provides one amenity in 50% or more units, the
maximum allowable Units per Hectare may be increased by 25o/o.
Where development provides two amenities in20o/o or more units, the
maximum allowable Units per Hectare may be increased by 25o/o.

5.

Notwithstanding provisions within 9.4.1.4, where the buildable area of a
lot is reduced through a geotechnical report or similar, District of Kitimat
may request s219 covenant to determine appropriate area for to calculate
Units per Hectare.

Amenity
Density Benefit
(Accessible)
Density Benefit (Affordable,
Rental
Density Benefit (Affordable,
Strata)

11

Part 9 Division 4

-

Tier 1
10% additional units
10% additional units

Tier 2

25o/o additional units

10% additional units

Residential Zoning, Subdivision 8

Residential

-

R3-A Multi-Family

9.4.8.
Lot Area (Minimum):

3

a.

375 m2 per dwelling unit, or 27 Units per Hectare;

b. Notwithstanding 9.4.8.3(a), apartment buildings shall have

a

minimum lot area of 185 m2 per dwelling unit, subject to a minimum
930 m2, or 54 Units per Hectare;

c.

Notwithstanding 9.4.8.3(a), terrace buildings shall have a minimum
lot area of 220 m2 per dwelling unit, subject to a minimum of 1000
m2, or 45 Units per Hectare.

Part 9 Division 4 - Residential Zoning, Subdivision 10
and f nterim Residential Dormitory Zone

- R3-B Multi-Family

9.4.10
Lot Area (Minimum):

5

a.

375 m2 per dwelling unit, or 27 Units per Hectare;
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9.4.10.5. cont'd

b.

Apartment, 185 m2 per dwelling unit subject to a minimum 930 m2
or 54 Units per Hectare;

c. Terrace dwelling unit, 220 m2 per dwelling

unit, or 45 Units per

Hectare.

Part 9 Division 4
Residential

- Residential Zoning, Subdivision 11 - R3-D Multi-Family

9.4.11
Lot Area (Minimum):

3

a.

375 m2 per dwelling unit, or 27 Units per Hectare

b.

Apartment, 185 m2 perdwelling unit, subjectto a minimum 930 m2
or 54 Units per Hectare;

c. Terrace

dwelling unit,22O m2 dwelling unit, or 45 Units per Hectare

Part 9 Division 4
Residential

- Residential Zoning, Subdivision 12 - R4-A Multi-Family

9.4.12
Lot Area (Minimum):

3

a.

375 m2 per dwelling unit, or 27 Units per Hectare;

b.

Apartment, 185 m2 per dwelling unit subject to a minimum 930 m2
or 54 Units per Hectare;

c. Terrace

dwelling unit, 220 m2 per dwelling unit, or 45 Units per

Hectare.

12.
13

Re-number and amend sections of Ktimat Municipal Code, as necessary

This bylaw shall come into force and be binding on all persons from the date
of adoption.

READ a first time this

day of

,2019.

READ a second time this

day of

,2019.

A PUBLIC HEARING was held this

day of

,2019

READ a third time this

day of

,2019

FINALLY ADOPTED this

day of

,2019

MAYOR

CORPORATE OFFICER
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Schedule "A"

OFFICIAL COMMUN ITY PLAN AMENDMENTS

Housing

Housing
Diversity

4.3.3

Preserve the diversity of housing types (e.g. single
houses and multi-unit housing such as duplexes, row
houses, apartments, and condominiums), lot sizes and
price ranges by ensuring that infill and new

development supports housing choice. As Kitimat
currently has a significant inventory of both vacant,
rental and affordable housing, there is no requirement
for municipal programs to increase the availability of
housing in these categories in the next five years.
Kitimat should monitor this over time and adopt
policies should the need arise in the future for
affordable, rental and special needs housing.

4.3.4.

Support the

redevelopment of existing
into live/work

commercial/residential developments
developments at appropriate sites.

Add and Amend Recommended OCP Text:
Affordable &

+3#

Special Needs

4.3.5
(change

Housing

policy
number)

Accessible,

4.3.5.1

Encourage senior levels of government, other agencies
including BC Housing, and private groups to increase
the supply of affordable and special needs housing
giving consideration to options to renew vacant multiunit housing.

Support the development

or

redevelopment of

Affordable, &
Rental Housing

(new)

Density Benefits
for Amenities,
Accessible,
Affordable and
Rental Housing

4.3.s.2
(new)

Encourage the development of accessible, affordable,
and rental housing through density benefits. Pursuant
to Section 482 of the Local Government Act, density
maximum can be raised for selected multi-family sites
where amenities are provided.

Housing
Quality

435

Explore opportunities to encourage owners and renters
to improve the quality (e.9., aesthetics, safety) of their
housing.

4.3.6
(renumber
policies
that follow
up to

4.3.1r)

residential properties to provide housing units. Explore
opportunities to encourage construction of amenities
including but not limited to accessible, affordable, and
rental considerations.
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MESSAGE FROM THE MINISTER
In today’s modern world,
app-based technologies
have transformed the day-today lives of consumers and
the way we access services.
The advent of transportation
network companies
(TNCs), specifically,
presents consumers with
opportunities for new
passenger transportation services through the use of
technology. Our government understands that British
Columbians want choice and convenience, and as a
government, we encourage innovation and competition.
We embrace change and are excited to look to
the future.

transportation network companies, local governments,
business and tourism associations, accessibility groups
and industries that are affected by commercial
passenger transportation regulations, such as insurance
and consumer protection groups. In doing so, I was
able to hear first-hand a range of insightful comments
related to the opportunities and challenges of our
Province’s vehicle for hire industry.

However, while new services can provide consumers
with more transportation options, they cannot come
at the expense of passenger and driver safety. It is
also important to recognize the investments and jobs
created by those individuals who already provide
passenger transportation services in our province.

I wish to thank the participants who took part in the
productive consultations that will help to inform our
government in determining possible next steps for
a “Made in B.C.” approach that takes into account
the interests of sector participants and consumers.
At the end of the day, the path we take will balance
the interests of all stakeholders, protect passenger
safety and address the public’s desire for more choice,
convenience and competition.

Our government believes that before we can have
a productive conversation about any changes to
passenger transportation services, we must first
have a clear understanding of the perspectives of
British Columbians regarding the role that passenger
transportation plays in their lives. And, we must be
informed by a clear understanding of the regulatory
environment within which these services are
currently delivered.
To help us gain this understanding, the Honourable
Todd Stone, Minister of Transportation and Infrastructure
has clarified the nature of the current regulatory
environment, and I was pleased to lead consultations
on behalf of the Government of British Columbia, in
collaboration with Minister Stone. The conversations
took place across the province, and I heard from
a diverse group of stakeholders. These included
representatives from the taxi and limousine industry,

The following report provides an overview of the:


current vehicle-for-hire industry in B.C. and the
regulatory framework in which it operates;



methodology of the consultations undertaken
since spring 2016; and,



feedback from the many stakeholders who
participated in the consultations.

Our government looks forward to any additional
comments that you may have relating to ride sourcing
and would be pleased to receive your feedback at:
RideSourcing@gov.bc.ca

Peter Fassbender
Minister of Community, Sport and Cultural
Development and Minister Responsible for TransLink
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I. B.C.’S TAXI INDUSTRY - REGULATORY
FRAMEWORK & BACKGROUND
Regulatory Framework
The taxi/limousine sector is an important contributor to local economies.
Across British Columbia there are currently more than 390 taxi/limousine
licensees operating over 3,600 vehicles in about 110 municipalities. The sector
employs more than 10,000 drivers, in addition to dispatch, vehicle maintenance
and operations staff.
Unlike most other provinces, in B.C. the taxi industry is regulated at both the
provincial and municipal levels, through six statutes (see Appendix II). The
provincially mandated Passenger Transportation Board (PTB) determines the
number of taxis that can operate within a municipality, sets the areas those taxis
can operate in and determines fare structures. It may also implement policies
and programs to address the personal safety of drivers and passengers, and
accessibility for all riders, including those with disabilities.
Provincial legislation addresses passenger safety, vehicle safety and insurance.
All vehicle-for-hire operators in B.C. must hold a National Safety Code Certificate.
The National Safety Code (NSC) is a set of national standards supported by
provincial regulations and administered through the Commercial Vehicle Safety
and Enforcement Branch in the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure.
The NSC standards establish minimum safety standards for commercial vehicles
and drivers that must be met by all commercial carriers.
Provincial legislation also authorizes local governments to write by-laws
that establish the requirements for commercial/business licensing, which
may include how many and what types of vehicles can operate, and which
can provide specific permitting requirements for drivers in each jurisdiction
(Appendix II).
The Registered Owner of a passenger directed vehicle (i.e. vehicles-for-hire,
taxis, limousines) must purchase the mandatory Basic vehicle insurance from
ICBC. The Registered Owner may purchase additional insurance coverage over
and above mandatory ICBC Basic insurance (e.g., extended liability protection,
collision and comprehensive insurance) from ICBC or from private insurers in a
competitive environment. Currently, there are no insurance coverage options
for TNCs with ICBC.

2
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What Makes Ride Sourcing Unique
Ride sourcing connects passengers to vehicles-for-hire through the use of a
mobile smartphone app. Passengers who wish to access the services of a TNC
vehicle must download a ride sourcing app on their smart phone and have
a credit card on file. Using Global Positioning System technology (GPS), the
passenger’s location is catalogued when the passenger requests a ride through
the app and the nearest driver partner is matched with the passenger.
Typically, the app will provide information to riders to help driver and passenger
connect including the first name and a photo of the driver and the vehicle
type and licence plate number. The app will also offer options for estimating
the cost of the ride, rating drivers and paying the trip fare. TNC drivers are often
non-professional drivers who use personal vehicles to provide rides for a fare.
TNCs differ from taxis in a number of ways. For example, TNCs allow drivers
to use their personal vehicles to provide part-time, vehicle-for-hire services,
whereas taxis operate as full-time vehicles-for-hire.

Approaches to Ride Sourcing in Canada
Across Canada, TNCs have begun to operate in local jurisdictions. Edmonton
was the first Canadian city to approve and regulate ride sourcing through a
city by-law on March 1, 2016. Its new regulatory framework for vehicles-forhire supports consumer choice and passenger safety while complying with
provincial regulations that legalize TNCs.
In the following months local governments in Calgary, Ottawa and Toronto also
passed by-laws to regulate TNCs in their respective jurisdictions. In June 2016,
Quebec passed legislation requiring TNC companies to purchase a taxi permit,
and continues discussions with the taxi and ride sourcing industry on the final
structure of its regulatory framework. Other jurisdictions across Canada have
undertaken stakeholder engagements, consultations and/or surveys to explore
potential approaches to taxi and TNC regulations.
B.C.’s current safety and economic regulatory framework for passenger
transportation does not make provisions for today’s technology and service
options. In addition, there is no insurance product provided by ICBC that is
priced for part-time, flexible vehicles-for-hire. Under the existing insurance
regime, vehicle owners are required to purchase taxi or limousine insurance
which is priced to reflect full time, higher risk commercial use.
RIDE SOURCING IN B.C. | Stakeholder Engagement Summary
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II. STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT OVERVIEW
Commitment to Stakeholder Engagement
The potential entry of ride sourcing into the province has implications for the
B.C. economy, the taxi and limousine industry, local governments, consumers,
the hospitality industry and other stakeholders. Consequently, it is important
that government understands and carefully weighs the potential economic
and social impacts of any new entrants to the province’s passenger
transportation sector.
To this end, the Honourable Peter Fassbender, Minister of Community,
Sport and Cultural Development and the Honourable Todd Stone, Minister
of Transportation and Infrastructure, engaged in comprehensive, multistakeholder consultations over the spring, summer and fall of 2016. Through a
targeted engagement process, the Ministers have had the opportunity to hear
and understand a range of perspectives on the challenges and benefits that
ride sourcing offers for British Columbians. Feedback was received from a wide
range of stakeholders including representatives from:


the taxi/limousine industry;



TNCs;



local governments;



business and tourism associations;



accessibility groups; and,



industries affected by vehicle-for-hire regulations, such as insurance and
consumer protection groups.

Ensuring that stakeholders were heard through this dialogue is critical to
government’s analysis of ride sourcing, and provides important information for
any future decisions.

Emerging Principles
Over the course of the consultations, a number of frequently articulated
principles emerged. These principles, along with associated recommendations,
reflect the views and opinions of stakeholders with whom the Ministers
consulted, and are provided for information. This input will be a key
aspect of government’s consideration of this issue, but does not reflect a
provincial position.

4
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Principle 1—Ensuring Passenger Safety and Vehicle Safety
A large number of stakeholders indicated that the physical safety of passengers
should be a priority in any consideration of changes to the passenger
transportation framework in B.C. Paired with this, ensuring the safety of
passenger vehicles was also identified as a critical issue.
Stakeholder recommendations on how to achieve this included:


requiring all vehicle-for-hire drivers to complete a background check that
includes a criminal record and safe driving check;

Remove red tape to improve
transportation affordability
and flexibility.
TOURISM INDUSTRY



ensuring that drivers have safe driving training;



requiring adequate liability insurance for all vehicles-for-hire to ensure that
passengers and drivers are protected in the event of a vehicle accident and/
or injuries; and,



WHAT STAKEHOLDERS
SAID...

requiring all vehicles to be newer models and pass regular inspections.

Some stakeholders also observed that the entry of additional vehicles into
the market could lead to lower fares. In turn, this increases the likelihood that
individuals will choose to use vehicles-for-hire rather than driving under unsafe
conditions, leading to an overall increase in road safety.

The greatest potential
benefactor of ridesharing
would be consumers.
BUSINESS ASSOCIATION

New transportation service
should adhere to the current
regulations.
TAXI INDUSTRY STAKEHOLDER

The issue of leased vehicles for vehicles-for-hire operations was also raised as a
consideration. More specifically, in a situation where a leasing company owns a
vehicle that is used as a taxi, bus, or limousine, that company remains fully liable
for any claims that could arise from a vehicle-related accident.

Adopt a regulatory
framework that ensures
public safety, fairness, equity.

Principle 2— Meeting Consumer Demand

Insurance premiums for
vehicles and inspections
should apply to everyone in
the industry.

The need to ensure that there are enough vehicles on the road to meet
consumer demand for services was raised by a number of stakeholders. Several
noted difficulties in accessing taxis quickly in urban centres, particularly during
peak hours, holidays and special events. By extension, these types of shortages
were also perceived by some as an issue of unsatisfactory customer service.
To address consumer demand, some stakeholders suggested that the Province
should consider:



increasing the number of taxi licenses, particularly in urban centres to meet
customer demand in a timely manner; and,
allowing TNCs to operate in B.C. to meet the growing consumer demand
for passenger transportation services that can be secured easily and quickly
through app-based technology.
RIDE SOURCING IN B.C. | Stakeholder Engagement Summary
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TAXI INDUSTRY STAKEHOLDER

Choice, competition
and innovation are the
cornerstones of a vibrant
business-friendly economy.
BUSINESS ASSOCIATION
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Principle 3—Guaranteeing Accessibility
A number of stakeholders highlighted the need to ensure that any new
entrants to the passenger transportation sector are able to meet the needs of
residents and visitors with accessibility issues. Specific feedback addressed a
range of associated issues including:


not compromising the supply of accessible vehicles and ensuring that
there are sufficient vehicles to meet the needs of seniors and people with
disabilities;



requiring that all vehicles-for-hire provide a range of booking and payment
options; and,



ensuring that drivers are trained to work with people with disabilities and
that high quality services are provided for passengers.

Some stakeholders also suggested that there may be an opportunity for
government to develop incentives and establish requirements for TNCs that
would support ongoing delivery of accessible services for seniors and people
with disabilities.

Principle 4—Ensuring a Fair and Level Playing Field
Many stakeholders cautioned against creating a two-tier regulatory framework
with different rules for TNCs and the existing passenger transportation sector,
and expressed the view that all passenger transportation service providers,
including TNCs, taxis and limousines, should be subject to similar regulatory
requirements. This would ensure fairness across the sector (a level playing field)
and a balanced, safe environment for consumers and industry service providers.
Some respondents were concerned that the entry of large numbers of TNCs
to the passenger transportation sector could result in a reduction in the value
of existing taxi shares. This could negatively impact the livelihood of sector
participants, many of whom have made significant investments in the industry,
within the parameters of the existing regulatory environment.
Some suggestions from stakeholders to address these issues include:


implementing consistent regulatory requirements for all passenger
transportation providers in the areas of insurance, passenger and vehicle
safety requirements, licensing and accessibility standards;



requiring that all new entrants to the passenger transportation sector
pay applicable federal and provincial taxes including Goods and Services,
personal or corporate taxes;

6
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enforcing the same fare structures and rules for TNCs, taxis and limousines;
and,



amending the framework that regulates the passenger transportation
sector industry to allow for greater competition between existing and new
service providers —many stakeholders suggested that current passenger
transportation service providers could satisfy consumer demand for appdelivered services if provided with a modernized regulatory framework.

Principle 5— Building a Streamlined and Modernized
Passenger Transportation Sector
Some stakeholders suggested that B.C.’s passenger transportation sector
is overregulated, and hampered by overlapping provincial and municipal
regulatory requirements. They suggest that this has resulted in a complex
and unwieldy sector where participants must interact with two levels of
government, and in a regulatory structure that is challenged to respond to
changing consumer interests.
Several also expressed the view that the current regulatory framework has
led to lengthy delays in licensing applications and to supply caps that
unnecessarily restrict the number of vehicles-for-hire. It was suggested that
the resulting disconnect between supply and demand can negatively affect
service standards and the ability for providers to meet the full scope of
consumer interests.
A number of stakeholders suggested these challenges could be addressed by
modernizing B.C.’s passenger transportation licensing structure, including by:


amending and streamlining existing industry requirements in the vehicle
licensing structure to reduce complexity and overlap in regulatory
requirements between the province and municipalities; and,



considering a regulatory model that requires all vehicles-for-hire to meet
uniform, provincially-specified driver safety requirements to operate in
B.C. This could enable consistent inter-municipal regulations and reduce
duplicative or unique permitting requirements prescribed by individual
municipalities.

Several stakeholders also suggested that existing passenger transportation
providers could enhance their services through the use of value-added app
based services, including through features such as providing passengers with
trip costs in advance of their securing a ride.
RIDE SOURCING IN B.C. | Stakeholder Engagement Summary
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III. MOVING FORWARD
Government is committed to transparent and open consultation with British
Columbians on issues that affect them. Stakeholders have provided valuable
and thoughtful feedback on ride sourcing and their perspectives of associated
issues and opportunities. This study is intended to provide an overview of what
was heard through that process.
The information provided by stakeholders will be an important part of
government’s consideration of this issue, and its assessment of the possible
impacts of potentially allowing new entrants into the passenger
transportation sector.
Feedback on the findings of this consultation can be provided at:
RideSourcing@gov.bc.ca

8
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APPENDIX I
DEFINITIONS FOR THE PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY
“app based” is a term used to describe a type of software that can be used
for a variety of purposes. In this study this term is used to describe the phone
application software used to match up a driver partner with a passenger
or passengers.
“driver partners” is a term used by ride sourcing companies to describe
the individuals who drive for the ride sourcing company as independent
contractors.
“Passenger Transportation Board” is an independent tribunal in British
Columbia, established under the Passenger Transportation Act, whose primary
responsibility is to make decisions on applications relating to the licensing of
vehicles-for-hire and inter-city buses in B.C.
“ride sourcing” is a means of connecting riders with drivers via a website or
smart phone app. A passenger uses a website or smart phone app, provided
by a third party facilitator, to request or hail a ride. The driver typically uses a
personal vehicle to transport the passenger for payment (a fare).
“transportation network companies” means companies that provide ride
sourcing through app based software.
“vehicle-for-hire” means any vehicle that is used for the transportation of
passengers for payment and includes taxis, limousines and ride sourcing
vehicles. This term is synonymous with passenger transportation vehicles.
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APPENDIX II
CURRENT STATUTES REGULATING B. C. TAXI INDUSTRY


Passenger Transportation Act - 2004
The Act requires any vehicle operated by a person who charges or
collects compensation for transporting passengers to hold a passenger
transportation licence.



Commercial Transport Act - 1959
The Act sets out the safety rules and standards for the mechanics of the
vehicles including inspections, vehicle configuration and safety standards.
The Minister of Transportation and Infrastructure is responsible for
commercial vehicle safety and enforcement.



Insurance (Vehicle) Act - 2007
The Act establishes the vehicle-related basic and optional insurance
products that can be provided by ICBC and private insurers. Vehicle owners
are required to purchase insurance specific to the activities/risks of the
vehicle.



Motor Vehicle Act - 1924
The Act defines requirement for Class 4 (restricted) driver’s licence, which
are the responsibility of ICBC, under the administration of the Minister
of Public Safety and Solicitor General. The Act also covers vehicle safety
standards, semi-annual inspections and enforcement tools.




Class 4 (Restricted) Requirements – must have or be eligible for a class
5, minimum age is 19, no more than 4 penalty points in past 2 years, no
motor vehicle related criminal code convictions in past 3 years and must
pass a medical exam every 5 years.

Local Government Act - 2000 and Community Charter - 2003
Under the Community Charter, councils are given a broad power, subject
to limitations, to licence. The specific regulation of carriers and licensing of
commercial vehicles is found in the Local Government Act.



Vancouver Charter - 1953
The Vancouver Charter allows the City of Vancouver to issue commercial
vehicle licences and set conditions on the operation of passenger
transportation vehicles in Vancouver, including the supply of vehicles.

10
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February 15, 2018

To the Honourable
Legislative Assembly of the
Province of British Columbia
Honourable Members:
I have the honour to present herewith the Report of the Select Standing Committee on
Crown Corporations for the Second Session of the 41st Parliament, entitled Transportation
Network Companies in British Columbia.
The Report covers the work of the Committee in regard to ridesharing in British Columbia,
and was unanimously adopted by the Committee on February 7, 2018.
Respectfully submitted on behalf of the Committee,

Bowinn Ma, MLA
Chair
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Terms of Reference
On November 28, 2017, the Legislative Assembly agreed that the Select Standing Committee on Crown
Corporations be authorized to examine, inquire into and make recommendations on ridesharing in British
Columbia;
That the Committee be authorized to meet for up to 3 days to hear from expert witnesses;
That the Committee shall limit its consideration to forming recommendations on the following in its report:
•

How provinces with public auto insurance companies have provided, or are looking to provide,
insurance to both transportation network companies and the taxi industry;

•

Assessing the impact transportation network companies would have on different communities
across the province; and,

•

Considering the regulatory regime that may be established between the Province and municipalities,
including looking at the issue of public safety.

In addition to the powers previously conferred upon the Select Standing Committee on Crown Corporations,
the Committee shall be empowered:
a)
to appoint of their number one or more subcommittees and to refer to such
subcommittees any of the matters referred to the Committee;
b)
to sit during a period in which the House is adjourned, during the recess after prorogation
until the next following Session and during any sitting of the House;
c)

to adjourn from place to place as may be convenient; and

d)

to retain personnel as required to assist the Committee,

and shall report to the House as soon as possible, but no later than February 15, 2018, or following any
adjournment, or at the next following Session, as the case may be; to deposit the original of its reports with
the Clerk of the Legislative Assembly during a period of adjournment and upon resumption of the sittings of
the House, the Chair shall present all reports to the Legislative Assembly.
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Executive Summary
On November 28, 2017, the Legislative Assembly approved a motion instructing the Select Standing
Committee on Crown Corporations (the “Committee”) to examine, inquire into, and make recommendations
on ride-sharing in British Columbia. In this report, “ride-sharing” as used in the Terms of Reference is
interpreted to mean those services provided by transportation network companies (TNCs).
The Committee invited 67 expert witnesses to either present at a public hearing or to provide a written
submission. Over three days of hearings on January 8, 9, and 10, 2018, the Committee heard 26
presentations and received 13 written submissions by the deadline of January 15, 2018. The Committee
wishes to thank all of those who shared their expertise during this process.
Committee Members agreed that TNCs should be permitted to operate in British Columbia within a provincial
regulatory regime. With this in mind, the report reflects on two main areas: the impact that the introduction
of TNCs may have on British Columbians and their communities; and a regulatory regime that the province
may establish to govern TNCs.
The introduction of TNCs involves many complex issues, often accompanied by opposing evidence. As such,
the Committee aimed to present a fair account of the input received and concerns raised. While this is a
unanimous report, the Committee would like to acknowledge that they were not able to reach a consensus
on every matter. In these instances, the details of the Committee’s discussion are captured within the body of
the report.
In regard to the impact on British Columbians and their communities, five key areas emerged: accessibility;
employment; public transportation, traffic congestion and environment; small, rural and remote communities;
and the taxi industry. In the area of accessibility, the Committee made a number of recommendations in an
effort to ensure that TNCs deliver equitable and timely service to all British Columbians. Requiring wait-time
standards or service guarantees and incentivizing drivers of wheelchair accessible vehicles with a trip bonus
are examples of ways to achieve this. Committee Members also recommended that TNCs’ online applications
meet or exceed established mobile accessibility standards and that these companies provide inclusion training
for drivers.
Following lengthy discussions on the effect of TNCs on public transportation, traffic congestion, and the
environment, the Committee recommended that TNCs be required to provide government with trip data to
support transportation demand monitoring, forecasting, and planning. Given the questions and implications
about employment relationships between TNCs and their drivers, the Committee also saw value in TNCs
providing government with a record of each driver’s hours and earnings to enable government to monitor
TNCs’ labour and employment practices.
To allow for equitable and fair competition between the taxi industry and TNCs, the Committee
recommended ensuring that legislation governing the existing taxi industry be reviewed and updated in
concert with the drafting and introduction of any new TNC-specific legislation. Protecting specific types of
business for the traditional taxi industry, such as street-hailing and taxi stands, should also be considered.
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Five key areas of concern also emerged in regard to a potential regulatory regime that the province may
establish: availability and pricing; data reporting and enforcement; insurance; licensing; and vehicle and public
safety. On the topic of availability and pricing, the Committee had a detailed discussion about the issue of
vehicle caps and service boundaries, noting that future regulatory decisions in this regard should be based
on data. Moreover, if TNCs are permitted to operate without defined service boundaries, taxis should also be
permitted to pick up fares outside of their home jurisdiction under certain circumstances. Recommendations
in regard to pricing include upfront disclosure of the cost of a trip and further monitoring to determine if a
base rate or cap on surge or primetime pricing needs to be set in the future.
The effect that TNCs may have in BC communities is unknown and, as such, the importance of data reporting
emerged throughout the Committee’s deliberations. In the section on data reporting and enforcement, the
Committee proposed that TNCs be required to provide data for government monitoring purposes, including:
wait times; distribution of trip routes; differences between accessible and non-accessible vehicle trip statistics;
and trip refusals. Committee Members also emphasized that TNCs should be subject to the same legal
framework as taxi companies in regard to releasing information to police for safety purposes. Additional
recommendations include putting in place appropriate measures to ensure compliance and enforcement of
new regulations, including raising penalties and fines, extending these to TNCs as well as drivers, and issuing
fines on a daily basis.
Key recommendations in the area of insurance include directing the Insurance Bureau of British Columbia to
create or provide access to insurance products for TNCs and prescribing minimum insurance levels for TNCs
that reflect the risks associated with using a vehicle for mixed personal and commercial purposes.
Favouring a provincial approach to the regulation of TNCs, the Committee recommends establishing a
provincial centrally-managed licensing program and requiring TNCs to obtain a provincial license. In lieu of
municipal chauffeur permits, the Committee suggests putting in place a provincial chauffeur permit system
to ensure that driver screening criteria are met and requiring TNC drivers to obtain a license through this
process. In lieu of municipal business licenses, a per-trip fee should be applied to all TNC trips.
As vehicle and public safety are paramount, the Committee makes several recommendations in this area.
TNC drivers should have a Class 5 driver’s license and medical exam, if appropriate, and submit a driver’s
abstract, national criminal record check, and vulnerable sector check on an annual basis. Disclosure of
information should be prioritized, including the name and photo of driver, and make, model, year and
license plate number of the vehicle. TNC drivers should also display their permit license with photo inside the
vehicle and a decal on the outside of the vehicle that indicates they are associated with a TNC. Committee
Members recommend that TNC vehicles be required to undergo comprehensive and mandatory inspections
based on an established inspection schedule that reflects total kilometres driven on the vehicle. Other
recommendations include requiring TNCs to have a system that enables drivers and passengers to provide
feedback or rate each other as way of monitoring service quality levels and to provide a 24/7 customer service
team.
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Introduction
Technological change and innovation are disrupting existing industries by offering new ways of providing
services, presenting both opportunities and challenges in many jurisdictions around the world. The
emergence of transportation network companies (TNCs), such as Ripe Rides, Lyft, and Uber for ride-hailing is
one such example.
TNCs use app-based technologies that, for a fee, link passengers looking to hail rides with drivers. While
often compared to traditional ride-hailing services such as taxis, TNCs are unique. The TNC model relies
on non-professional drivers using their privately-owned vehicles and variable pricing models based on realtime demand for their service. TNCs are often praised for their innovation, flexibility, customer service, and
pricing options as well as their ability to provide new methods of transportation. At the same time, the TNC
model raises a number of questions about their impact on communities, including traffic congestion and
implications for public safety, as well as the appropriate approach to regulating the service.
The Legislative Assembly of British Columbia tasked the Select Standing Committee on Crown Corporations
to examine and provide recommendations in regard to these questions and issues. The Committee met with
and received submissions from a number of expert witnesses including academics, provincial authorities,
municipalities, industry, and other stakeholders. Committee Members benefited from hearing about the
experiences of other jurisdictions where TNCs have been allowed and who have been grappling with these
issues for several years. At the same time, with evidence often illustrating different outcomes in different
jurisdictions, the Committee acknowledges that the impacts in British Columbia are difficult to predict.
There are two main sections to this report: Community Impact, discussing the impact that TNCs may have on
British Columbians and their communities; and Regulatory Regime, outlining considerations for a regulatory
regime in regard to TNCs. The topics within each of the report sections are presented in alphabetical order.
The Committee agrees that TNCs should be permitted to operate in British Columbia and provides a number
of recommendations for a provincial regulatory regime for TNCs in areas such as including availability and
pricing, data reporting and enforcement, insurance, licensing, and vehicle and public safety. Committee
Members want to recognize the potential positive and negative impacts that TNCs may have on communities
and the importance of working with municipalities in this regard. The Committee feels that a regulatory
regime for TNCs and other ride-hailing services must be comprehensive, inclusive, and innovative to allow
for adaptation to future technologies. In light of this, the Committee expects that periodic reviews and
adjustments to regulations may be required in the coming years.
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Consultation Process
Consultation Methods
The Committee’s Terms of Reference stipulated that the Committee was authorized to meet for up to
three days to hear from expert witnesses to fulfill their obligation to examine, inquire into, and make
recommendations on ridesharing in British Columbia. For the purpose of the Committee’s work and this
report, “ride-sharing” has been interpreted to mean those services provided by transportation network
companies (TNCs). For more detailed definitions, please see the Definitions section on page 4.
Committee Members provided input and suggestions to determine the final list of expert witnesses
representing various sectors and interests related to the topic of ride-hailing and TNCs. Expert witnesses were
invited to either present at one of the Committee’s meetings held in Vancouver on January 8, 9, and 10,
2018, or to make a written submission to the Committee before the January 15, 2018 deadline.

Presentations and Written Submissions
The Committee invited 67 expert witnesses to participate and was pleased to hear 26 presentations and
receive 13 written submissions from a broad range of stakeholders representing various interests related
to the topic of ride-hailing. Stakeholders included representatives from the Ministry of Transportation
and Infrastructure, academics, representatives from various municipalities, journalists, law enforcement,
representatives from industry, and others.
A complete list of presentations is available in Appendix A, and the list of written submissions received by the
Committee is available in Appendix B.
Presentations and written submissions are available on the Committee’s website at
https://www.leg.bc.ca/cmt/cc

Cross-jurisdictional Information
The Committee’s Terms of Reference indicated that the Committee should undertake a study of how
provinces with public auto insurance have provided, or are looking to provide, insurance to both TNCs and
the taxi industry.
In addition to this, the Committee undertook a cross-jurisdictional review of municipal and provincial
regulatory regimes in Canadian jurisdictions where legislation related to TNCs has been introduced or
implemented.
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Meeting Schedule
DATE			TYPE					LOCATION
November 30, 2017

Organizational Meeting			

Victoria

December 12, 2017

Planning Meeting			

Victoria

January 8, 2018		Public Hearing				Vancouver
January 9, 2018		Public Hearing				Vancouver
January 10, 2018

Public Hearing				

Vancouver

January 22, 2018

Deliberations				Vancouver

January 24, 2018

Deliberations				Vancouver

January 29, 2018

Deliberations				Vancouver

February 7, 2018

Deliberations; Adoption of Report

Vancouver
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Definitions
The following definitions are used for the purposes of this report:

Ride-hailing / Ride-sourcing
The provision of immediate or on-demand service whereby a vehicle and driver are hired for a fee to transport
a passenger, or a small group of passengers, between locations of their choice. This service may be provided
by transportation network companies and traditional taxi operators.

Ride-sharing
An arrangement between two or more people to travel together in a single vehicle to a common or
proximate destination(s).

Transportation Network Company
A company that provides for pre-arranged transportation in a privately owned vehicle for financial
compensation that is paid to the driver and to the transportation network company. The transportation
network company engages exclusively in app-based ride-hailing services, connecting passengers with drivers
willing to use their personal vehicles to drive paying passengers.

4
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Community Impact: Accessibility
A number of expert witnesses outlined their priorities and concerns regarding accessibility requirements in
relation to the potential provision of ride-hailing services by transportation network companies (TNCs) in
BC. Several submitters raised concerns that the introduction of TNCs may lead to an overall decrease in the
availability of accessible transportation options, particularly wheelchair accessible rides, while others noted
that the implementation of regulatory requirements or the use of incentives may be able to counteract these
concerns and possibly even increase the supply and geographic scope of transportation services for people
with disabilities and seniors.

Employment Opportunities
A number of expert witnesses highlighted the potential for new employment opportunities through the
introduction of TNCs. The Canadian Hearing Society noted that several provinces in Canada, including BC,
have regulations in place which allow Deaf drivers to operate commercial motor vehicles, such as large trucks.
Currently, in order to operate a taxi in BC, people who are Deaf or hard-of-hearing are required to obtain a
Class 4 (restricted) commercial license and incorporate accommodation devices into their vehicles which can
be costly and time-consuming for the driver. The Society also noted that traditional barriers to communication
could be overcome through the use of accessible features already available in some TNC apps which allow
Deaf or hard-of-hearing drivers to communicate with their passengers.
A submission from the Spinal Cord Injury Organization of BC noted that an existing stock of accessible
vehicles owned by individuals for personal use often sits idle during the day. The Committee heard how this
might represent an opportunity for accessible vehicles owners to either use them to earn income by working
for TNCs or to lease the vehicles to other drivers who work for those companies.

Enhanced Services and Accessible Features
The Passenger Transportation Board, the City of Vancouver, the Spinal Cord Injury Organization of BC, Lyft,
Uber, and the BC Taxi Association noted the importance of ensuring that an adequate number of accessible
vehicles be available in order to provide safe, reliable, and individualized transportation options for people
with disabilities. Some presenters suggested that regulations could specify that a certain percentage of
TNC vehicles on the road at any given time must be accessible. The Spinal Cord Injury Organization of BC
suggested that incentives could be provided to drivers to encourage them to accept accessible rides and
provide assistive services, in conjunction with inclusion training, to serve passengers with a wide range of
disabilities.
Colin Basran, Mayor of the City of Kelowna, noted that other jurisdictions have required TNCs to provide
accessible services for people with disabilities and argued that the same should be required of TNCs wishing
to operate in BC. As an alternative approach, the Committee heard that some municipalities, including
Ottawa, Winnipeg, and Waterloo have added a per-trip fee to help fund increased access to accessible
transportation. Some TNCs have also implemented pilot programs to look at ways to increase driver
participation in providing accessible rides, particularly for those passengers not requiring a wheelchair.
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Seniors
In her written submission, Isobel Mackenzie, the BC Seniors Advocate, told the Committee that by 2040, half
a million BC seniors could be retired from driving or be non-drivers and looking for alternative transportation
options. Ms. Mackenzie noted that accessible and affordable transportation can support seniors to continue
to live independently, potentially decreasing homecare costs and preventing premature entry into residential
care. Conversely, lack of access to affordable and reliable transportation options can lead to social isolation
for seniors which is detrimental to maintaining good health.
Some seniors face barriers to accessing some forms of transportation, such as public transit, due to physical
or cognitive impairments and TNCs could provide an alternative option for them. In addition, seniors who do
not have mobility issues can access regular vehicles used by TNCs which could help reduce demand and free
up supply of accessible transportation services, such as handyDART.
To ensure ease of use, the BC Seniors Advocate suggested that TNCs deploy a variety of options for seniors
to book and pay for their rides, in addition to app-based functionality, including telephone access and cash
payments or prepaid accounts.

Conclusions
Committee Members discussed the importance of ensuring that appropriate numbers of accessible vehicles
are available for people with disabilities and seniors to ensure equitable and timely access to transportation
options through TNCs. The Committee discussed two main options: require that a percentage of vehicles
within a TNCs’ fleet be wheelchair accessible; or impose a levy on TNCs whereby a small percentage of
monies collected from non-accessible vehicle-for-hire trips is used to fund or subsidize accessible vehicle trips.
The Committee suggested that levy funds could be managed internally by each company or collected and
redistributed by government to support accessible transportation in BC.
The Committee emphasized that people with disabilities have the right to the same transportation options
as people without disabilities, while also recognizing that providing accessible transportation presents
challenges. Accessible vehicles are more expensive to buy, insure, maintain, and fuel. Ride-hailing drivers may
also provide assistance to passengers with disabilities in the time before the fare starts and after the fare ends
which impacts profitability. For example, passengers may require more time to get from their door to the
vehicle and may need more assistance getting settled before the vehicle can leave—all parts of the trip that
are not usually part of the fare.
Committee Members highlighted the importance of inclusion training for drivers providing services and
supports to people with disabilities and seniors. They also want to see better data reporting in terms of trip
refusals, unreasonable delays, and missed calls in relation to ride requests from people with disabilities and
seniors.
There should be a full range of options for seniors and people with disabilities to access rides through
smartphone-based applications or a central telephone number. Committee Members also discussed the need
to ensure fare equity for those who require accessible vehicles and/or additional services to procure trips in
TNC vehicles.
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Recommendations
The Committee recommends to the Legislative Assembly that the provincial government:
1.

Require all ride-hailing companies with fleets over a reasonable size to achieve a
wait-time standard or service guarantee for accessible service that is equal to that of
non-accessible trips.

2.

All non-accessible trips (across the ride-hailing industry) should be assessed a levy that
can be used to enhance accessible services.

3.

Require all transportation network company online applications to meet or exceed
established mobile accessibility standards (W3C), such as the inclusion of screen
readers and a high contrast colour scheme as well as the option for customers to
input additional notes or prompts to the driver.

4.

Ensure that transportation network companies provide access for their drivers to
inclusion training that has been established/certified as an industry standard, such as
Serving Customers with Disabilities through the Justice Institute of British Columbia,
TaxiHostPro, WorldHost, and ACT.

5.

Require ride-hailing companies to provide an accessible trip bonus to drivers of
wheelchair accessible vehicles, in recognition of the extra time required to deliver
accessible service, and the cost of operating an accessible vehicle.

6.

Ensure that transportation network companies and their drivers are not permitted to
charge a higher fee to a customer who requires the services of an accessible vehicle.
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Community Impact: Employment
Disruptive technology has had a significant impact on the labour market by challenging existing norms and
creating new relationships and employment structures. While some expert witnesses touched on the benefits
of the TNC structure, others discussed issues regarding the nature of the employment relationship between
TNCs and their drivers.

Flexibility
According to Lyft, Uber, and other expert witnesses, TNCs provide drivers with a flexible work arrangement
that allows them to choose when, where, and how much they work. This provides individuals with additional
or transitional income opportunities including supplementing a primary source of employment and providing
employment while in between jobs.
According to Uber, 80 percent of their drivers have other primary forms of employment. A study by Stanford
and Yale found that, “Uber drivers benefit significantly from real-time flexibility, earning more than twice the
surplus they would in less flexible arrangements.” Lyft likewise reported that 82 percent of their drivers work
part-time and, as such, regulations should preserve flexibility.

Terms of Employment
While some expert witnesses pointed to flexibility and income opportunities as key benefits of TNCs, others
expressed concerns about the employment relationship between drivers and TNCs. Dr. Garland Chow,
Associate Professor Emeritus in the Operations and Logistics Division at the University of British Columbia
Sauder School of Business explained that the TNC model relies on classifying drivers as independent
contractors, allowing them to remove certain labour costs which would be incurred by firms who employ
staff or have dependent contractors. Dr. Chow and other witnesses pointed out that court cases in the United
States and Europe are testing this assertion that drivers are independent contractors.
Opinder Singh with the Taxi Drivers’ Association of Southern BC brought forward a number of employmentrelated cases in regard to the taxi industry which may have a bearing on TNCs and their drivers. In one case
before the Labour Relations Board, it was conceded that taxi drivers are dependent contractors. In that same
case, the Board ruled that taxi owner-operators are also dependent contractors. In another instance, a Judge
found that owners of a taxi license were employers of the drivers to whom they leased their vehicles and are
therefore responsible for paying their employment insurance premiums.
Irene Lanzinger with the BC Federation of Labour and Alex Hemingway with the Canadian Centre of Policy
Alternatives raised further concerns about the applicability of labour standards and how TNCs contribute to
precarious and low-wage work and mentioned studies that show TNC drivers make less than the minimum
wage. They discussed the importance of ensuring that drivers are protected by appropriate labour laws and
benefits, including earning minimum wage and the right to unionize as well as the right to employment
insurance, Canada Pension Plan, and worker’s compensation benefits.
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Uber referenced a study by Princeton economist Alan Kruger which showed that the average Uber driver, “is
likely to earn at least as much per hour, and probably more, than the average taxi driver and chauffeur.” He
also pointed out that existing labour laws allow workers to contribute on their own behalf to employment
insurance, Canada Pension Plan, and worker’s compensation benefits.

Conclusions
Defining and regulating the employment relationship between TNCs and their drivers is a complex issue.
A number of variables influence this complexity, including the degree to which drivers have control over
their own work, and how they view their relationship with a TNC, given that flexibility and choice are key
characteristics of providing TNC services. The Committee discussed the implications of different employment
relationships (e.g., independent contractor versus employee) and recognized that the court decisions
referenced by the BC Taxi Drivers Association of Southern BC may affect TNCs and their drivers. The type of
employment relationship may also have potential impacts on the right to a minimum wage, particularly if
individuals are engaged with more than one TNC at the same time.
TNCs need to be monitored for their labour practices, including the degree to which they set minimum
commitments or hours. They should also be required to provide data on hours of work and income.
Recognizing that transportation is changing at a rapid pace, the Committee suggested that it may be
appropriate for the Emerging Economy Task Force to proactively consider the implications of emerging
economies on the labour market, such as the use of autonomous vehicles by TNCs.
TNCs must respect existing labour laws and standards and treat drivers fairly. In support of this, the
Committee felt it important that the Ministry of Labour provide TNC drivers with information about their
responsibilities and obligations as independent contractors and how this differs from an employer-employee
arrangement.
Please see Recommendation #13 on page 20 for the Committee’s recommendation in regard to this section.
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Community Impact: Public
Transportation, Traffic Congestion
and Environment
Many expert witnesses commented on the impact of TNCs on urban transportation systems and the
environment. The effect of TNCs on traffic congestion and greenhouse gas emissions was very commonly
discussed, with opposing views and studies referenced on whether TNCs will help or undermine in this
regard. The Committee also heard similar arguments in relation to how TNCs complement or hinder existing
public transportation systems. Committee Members expressed concerns about possible negative effects and
debated different interventions and solutions for mitigating potential problems.

Traffic Congestion and Environment
The City of Port Moody and the Vancouver Board of Trade described Metro Vancouver’s current transportation
challenges and how congestion and a lack of adequate transportation options in some areas, particularly at
certain times of day, contribute to automobile dependency and decreased economic productivity. Committee
Members heard that TNCs may reduce the need for private vehicle ownership by providing individuals with
new mobility options, encouraging riders making the same trip to share a single vehicle, and reducing the
need for parking. As a result, TNCs can reduce traffic congestion and provide environmental benefits as
individuals shift some trips from private vehicle use.
In contrast, the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives argued that TNCs increase access to private vehicles
regardless of who owns or drives the vehicle. In reference to potential future shifts, they further noted that
electric or self-driving cars are still private vehicles requiring the use of limited road space. Several witnesses
also shared evidence that total vehicle kilometres travelled increased with the introduction of TNCs in some
jurisdictions, such as New York and San Francisco, resulting in more congestion, accidents, pollution, and
greenhouse gas emissions. The City of Vancouver expressed particular concern about the potential for TNCs
to reverse the city’s trend of declining vehicle kilometres travelled. The City, along with Robert Campbell
representing the Victoria Transport Policy Institute, discussed incentivizing the use of low- or zero-emission
vehicles and hybrid vehicles to mitigate carbon emissions and other negative environmental impacts.
Along with Clark Lim, Master of Engineering degree from University of British Columbia and a guest lecturer
on transportation engineering and planning at University of British Columbia, the City of Kelowna and the
City of Vancouver expressed concerns regarding the impact of ride-hailing pick-up and drop-off activity on
curbside space and on interactions between cyclists, pedestrians, buses, and other road users. Dr. Anthony
Perl, Professor of Urban Studies and Political Science at Simon Fraser University noted that increased
congestion will impede public transit service and the movement of goods. Witnesses encouraged Committee
Members to study and monitor traffic and consider policies and mechanisms, such as road pricing, to mitigate
effects accordingly.

Public Transportation
The Committee heard opposing views about the impact of TNCs on public transit. Some submitters argued
that people may choose to engage the services of a TNC over public transit, thus causing a decrease in
ridership. Others emphasized the potential for TNCs to complement public transportation by providing off-
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peak service and first/last mile solutions, thereby increasing the reach and flexibility of public transportation’s
fixed-route, fixed-schedule service. This potential benefit may also extend to complementing bicycle- and
car-share programs. Timothy Burr Jr. with Lyft expressed a willingness on the part of TNCs to partner with
transportation agencies and municipalities to close transit gaps and make it easier to use public transit.
TransLink’s Chief Executive Officer, Kevin Desmond, shared this perspective, acknowledging that even if
transit expansion plans are fully funded and delivered, people in Metro Vancouver will still require more
mobility choices. At the same time, he emphasized that TNCs need to complement, and not duplicate, the
publicly-funded transit system. Mr. Desmond drew Committee Members’ attention to Section 5 of the South
Coast British Columbia Transportation Authority Act which provides TransLink with the authority to approve
independent transit services in the Metro Vancouver region. He shared that some types of pooled services
provided by TNCs may fall under the category of independent transit services that require approval from
TransLink.
According to Dr. Jonathan Hall, Assistant Professor in the Department of Economics and the School of Public
Policy and Governance at the University of Toronto, Uber reported that in several cities 24-40 percent of pickups and drop-offs are near a transit station. He also reported that when the London Underground extended
their service hours Uber ridership increased during those hours. However, Dr. Hall also shared that 33 percent
of those using a TNC app in San Francisco stated their next best alternative was public transit, suggesting that
TNCs may be drawing ridership away from that service. The City of Vancouver also raised this as a concern
and referenced a University of California, Davis study that found transit use decreased by six percent across
seven major cities in which TNCs were operating. On the other hand, TransLink pointed to an American
Public Transportation Association study which indicated that where ride-sharing and TNCs are prevalent in
urban areas, public transportation ridership improves. TransLink further noted that part of the challenge in
some jurisdictions which have experienced ridership declines in public transportation is the quality of their
transportation services which makes a new service, such as ride-hailing provided by TNCs, more attractive.

Conclusions
Traffic congestion is a complex issue that has a number of contributing factors and was a major concern for
many witnesses, particularly as it relates to the Metro Vancouver area. The Committee discussed different
outcomes in cities where TNCs have been introduced and emphasized that without data, anticipating the
effects that TNCs may have on traffic congestion in communities across BC is challenging.
Some Members shared concerns that the introduction of TNC services could result in increases in congestion,
higher greenhouse gas emissions, and diversion from public transit, biking, and walking. They suggested
that a levy be placed on all TNC trips, which could be collected by government and distributed on a
regional basis to support public transit or community-specific transit needs. Other Members were opposed
to recommending such a levy without knowing if TNC services will in fact increase congestion and draw
ridership away from public transit, especially given that the effects are likely to vary between urban and rural
communities.
Members also discussed the fact that mechanisms such as the carbon tax are already in place to address
issues related to greenhouse gas emissions and, in Metro Vancouver, the Mobility Pricing Independent
Commission is currently undertaking work on congestion pricing. While the Committee was unable to reach
a consensus on the merits of a levy, they agreed that if the Commission recommends congestion pricing this
should also apply to TNCs. They also emphasized the importance of collecting and monitoring traffic data and
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continuing to review the experiences of other jurisdictions for solutions to any traffic or congestion-related
problems arising from the introduction of TNCs.
Please see Recommendation #13 on page 20 for the Committee’s recommendation in regard to this section.
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While much of the conversation regarding TNCs tends to focus on large metropolitan areas, Committee
Members heard from smaller communities in British Columbia about how they hope this service will benefit
their residents. The City of Enderby and the City of Fort St. John described the challenges their communities
have with accessing health, social, and other services due to a lack of transportation options. Brian Scheiner,
Councillor for the City of Enderby explained that because of their market size small communities are less likely
to sustain public transit, taxi, or other alternative transportation options. Enderby itself has been without a
taxi service since 2015 and transit service is very limited. In her written submission, the BC Seniors Advocate
highlighted transportation as a particular challenge for seniors in rural and remote communities and stated
that taxi services in communities are often cost-prohibitive for low-income seniors.
The City of Enderby and the BC Seniors Advocate described the reliance on the current informal system of
volunteer and family drivers as akin to TNC services. Provincial regulation of the service would formalize
these arrangements, allowing for assurances of safety and reliability, direct reimbursement for drivers, and an
incentive for residents to provide this type of transportation service.
Lyft and Uber discussed the positive impact that TNCs may have on smaller communities where only a
handful of drivers are required to address transportation needs and where traditional transit options may not
be viable. However, Uber described challenges in providing service in small communities, including concerns
that customers may become frustrated if they logged onto the app and found no available drivers. The
Passenger Transportation Board cautioned that internet connectivity and accessibility may be an issue in some
areas of the province as these TNCs are app-based. The BC Taxi Association expressed concerns about how
TNCs may negatively affect taxi operators in smaller communities, given their narrow financial margins.
In discussing a potential regulatory regime, the City of Enderby emphasized the need for flexibility as small,
rural, and remote communities will have different needs than larger, urban ones. Fort St. John Mayor Lori
Ackerman suggested a review of the regulatory environment for taxi companies to address some of their
costs for providing services.

Conclusions
Committee Members acknowledged the widespread demand for TNC services in small, rural, and remote
communities and appreciated the value TNCs could provide to residents in these communities. Recognizing
that those who choose to drive for a TNC in a small community are more likely to participate on a casual
basis, the Committee agreed that barriers to entry should be low, but not at the expense of public safety.
Large, established TNC companies may only choose to focus their services in larger markets. Given this, the
Committee was particularly interested in seeing the development of small, local TNCs providing this service.
Although there are no formal recommendations in this section, the Committee suggested that regulations
be implemented with a lens that takes into account small, rural, and remote communities as they may have
different challenges that will need to be considered.
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Community Impact: Taxi Industry
Kristin Vanderkuip, Registrar of the Passenger Transportation Branch in the Ministry of Transportation and
Infrastructure provided the Committee with an overview of the taxi industry. She explained that approximately
110 municipalities in BC are currently serviced by taxis and that 215 taxi licensees operate almost 3,200
taxis across the province. 65 percent of taxis are in Metro Vancouver; 14 percent on Vancouver Island; three
percent in Kelowna, three percent in Prince George; and 15 percent in other areas of the province. The taxi
industry employs an estimated 8,000 drivers, plus dispatch and office staff.
The taxi industry, economic organizations, municipalities, academics and TNCs highlighted possible impacts
that the introduction of TNCs may have on the existing taxi industry in BC.
Expert witnesses submitted different and at times opposing information in regard to potential impacts. Dr.
Jonathan Hall, explained that TNCs reduce the number of taxi drivers, but that the drivers that remain do
not see an impact on their earnings. Dr. Garland Chow indicated that in areas where taxis have high service
levels, they are able to compete with TNCs, but where service levels are poor, taxis lose business. Michael van
Hemmen with Uber added that in Calgary taxi trips decreased by only four percent in the first 12 months
following the introduction of Uber.
Benn Proctor who, as part of the requirements for his Master’s degree in Public Policy from Simon Fraser
University, completed a thesis entitled “Assessing and Reforming Vancouver’s Taxi Regulations”, estimated
that taxi fares may fall by as much as 15 to 25 percent due to new competition from TNCs, but clarified
that taxi drivers were unlikely to see material declines in their incomes as lease fees would likely fall as well,
decreasing overhead costs for drivers. Mr. Proctor and Dr. Thomas Ross, Professor in the Strategy and Business
Economics Division at the University of British Columbia noted that owners of taxi licenses are likely to be
the primary group who may be affected by the introduction of TNCs as the value of licenses may drop,
specifically if they were purchased at peak prices. The Committee heard about the impact that this may have
on individuals and families who potentially invested large sums to acquire a license, and who may, in certain
markets, experience a substantial loss as a result of devaluation.
The Greater Vancouver Board of Trade, the Vancouver Airport Authority, the BC Chamber of Commerce,
the City of Port Moody, the City of Surrey, the BC Taxi Association, and Ripe Rides highlighted the need for
change within the existing taxi industry, including a way to ensure fair competition between taxis and TNCs.
One way of addressing some of these issues would be to review the Passenger Transportation Act and other
applicable legislation. Dr. Ross suggested that certain business could be protected for taxis, such as taxi
stands, hotel taxi queues, street-hailing, and airport, train and bus terminals.

Conclusions
The introduction of TNCs will have an impact on the taxi industry, and Committee Members agreed that this
issue merited further consideration as regulations are developed to enable TNCs to operate. Recognizing that
the government has tasked Dan Hara of Hara Associates to review the taxi industry within this context, the
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Committee chose to generally defer to that process and only make recommendations which relate directly to
the potential impact of TNCs on the taxi industry.
The Committee emphasized that the goal of their work as well as the review being conducted by Dan Hara is
to make recommendations that will support a thriving transportation industry that involves TNCs, taxis, and
other transportation networks. It is likely that a review of the existing legislation that governs taxis will be
required in order to ensure a level playing field between TNCs and the taxi industry.
The Committee considered the possibility of allowing only taxis to provide certain dedicated services, such as
taxi stands, hotel taxi queues, and street-hailed trips. For example, some jurisdictions, such as the Cities of
Edmonton, Calgary, and Ottawa do not permit TNCs to accept street-hailed trips.
In addition to Recommendation #11 on page 18, the Committee made the following recommendations.

Recommendations
The Committee recommends to the Legislative Assembly that the provincial government:
7.

Consider protecting specific types of business for the traditional taxi industry only,
such as taxi stands, hotel taxi queues, airport taxi queues, cruise ship terminals, and
street-hailing.

8.

Ensure that legislation governing the existing taxi industry is reviewed and updated
in concert with the drafting and introduction of any new transportation network
company-specific legislation in order to allow for fair and equitable competition
between the two industries.
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Regulatory Regime: Availability and
Pricing
During the Committee’s public hearings, Uber and Lyft advocated for a regulatory framework that enables
their existing business model to operate as it relates to on-demand pricing, no caps on the number of
transportation network company (TNC) vehicles permitted on the road, and no boundary restrictions on
where vehicles are allowed to go. These companies, along with other witnesses, described the interaction
between these factors as essential to their success in providing and improving access to ride-hailing services.
However, some witnesses expressed reservations about pricing practices, including concerns about predatory
pricing as well as the effect a lack of vehicle caps and service boundaries may have on traffic-related issues
and the distribution of service.

Access to Service
One of the key potential benefits of TNCs is improved access to transportation services. Several witnesses
discussed the challenges and wait times British Columbians experience in trying to hail a taxi, particularly
during peak demand times, such as evenings, weekends, and holidays. Uber described TNCs as a solution to
this problem in that it provides a reliable and affordable mode of transportation when public transit or other
transportation options are limited, particularly between the hours of 10 p.m. and 3 a.m. Benn Proctor further
stated that increased competition from TNCs provides consumers with more choices, thereby improving
customer service. On the other hand, Dr. Garland Chow noted that TNCs may cause increased congestion
which contributes to increased wait times.

Fares and Pricing
According to Dr. Sumeet Gulati, Associate Professor of Environmental and Resource Economics at the
University of British Columbia, TNCs are typically cheaper than taking a taxi. The Committee learned that
TNCs vary their pricing depending on real-time demand using an algorithm. Lyft and Uber described that
when the demand is higher than the supply of drivers, prices will temporarily increase to ensure that a rider
is offered a ride quickly. This is known as surge or primetime pricing. The higher price encourages more
drivers to offer rides and, as more drivers come online, the price decreases. Uber noted that they have
policies in place to refund surge pricing charges to riders when demand increases significantly as a result of
emergencies, such as natural disasters.
While many submissions advocated for limited regulation of pricing, some advocated for consumer protection
against fare shocks resulting from surge or primetime pricing by instituting a limitation or ban on it. The BC
Chamber of Commerce recommended that TNCs be transparent and display the rate upfront to a rider. Dr.
Anthony Perl supported variable pricing for peak versus off peak hours and suggested that rates should differ
according to community. He also mentioned adding user fees in jurisdictions such as Vancouver to subsidize
new mobility services in smaller communities, noting that any fees would need to be considered within the
context of an integrated pricing framework that accounts for carbon and mobility pricing.
Several witnesses, including Dr. Chow, Steven Hill, a journalist, author and political professional, and Alex
Hemingway with the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives, raised questions about the sustainability and
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motives of pricing practices. Uber customers are reportedly paying 42 to 50 percent of the cost of their ride,
with the remainder paid by venture capital subsidies and, as a result, the company is losing billions of dollars
every year. This could be viewed as a means of increasing market share by driving competitors out in order to
gain a dominant market position and raise fares later.

Service Boundaries and Vehicle Caps
The BC Taxi Association shared that existing regulations currently restrict taxi drivers to picking up passengers
within a given boundary (i.e., their home jurisdiction). If a taxi driver drops off a passenger outside of this
boundary, they are not permitted to pick up a new passenger until they return to their home jurisdiction.
This creates a situation known as deadheading, where a driver is unable to accept a return fare because of
boundary restrictions. Taxi drivers commonly refuse trips to outside their home jurisdiction for this reason.
Many expert witnesses referred to the cap on the number of licenses issued to taxi companies. The Passenger
Transportation Board and the Passenger Transportation Branch in the Ministry of Transportation and
Infrastructure explained that while the number of taxi licenses are regulated, caps are not established. A taxi
company must apply to the Board for a license. In considering the application, the Board considers whether
there is a public need for the service, if the applicant is fit and proper and capable of providing the service
and, if the application is granted, whether it would promote sound economic conditions in the passenger
transportation sector in BC.
The Committee heard arguments in favour of and against the creation of boundaries and caps for TNCs. Dr.
Chow advocated for limits in consideration of externalities such as congestion, emissions, and accidents. Uber
stated that no jurisdiction in North America has instituted caps on the number of drivers and that doing so
would limit the benefits of TNCs and would effectively duplicate the existing taxi system. Dr. Thomas Ross
and Mr. Proctor agreed, suggesting that the market would effectively determine the need.

Conclusions
Differential pricing influences supply and demand for TNC services, but the Committee expressed some
concern about reported situations where surge or primetime pricing increased significantly. Committee
Members also expressed concern about predatory pricing and discussed introducing a floor or ceiling on
price. In the interest of transparency and consumer protection, they determined that consumers must be
made aware of the total price of a ride at the time of booking and, moreover, that consumers should be
reimbursed for surge pricing during natural disasters or other emergency events. The Committee further felt
that individuals should not be charged a higher fare on the basis of whether or not they require an accessible
vehicle.
Committee Members discussed service boundaries and vehicle caps at length, noting how the two matters
are interrelated. If a cap on TNC vehicles was implemented without service boundaries, all TNC drivers
in the province may choose to drive in densely populated urban areas, such as Metro Vancouver, during
times of peak demand, such as on weekends or during special events. This scenario may then leave small
neighbouring communities with limited access to TNC services.
Some Members favoured a cautious approach, suggesting that gradually increasing the number of TNC
vehicles allowed over time may help proactively manage increases in congestion and other traffic related
problems while recognizing that, in order for this to work, service boundaries would need to be maintained,
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even if extended to include larger areas such as Metro Vancouver. Critics of this approach noted that
instituting a cap on the number of vehicles would not align with the market-driven model for TNCs and could
result in insufficient supply.
Other Members of the Committee favoured allowing TNCs to operate without implementing a vehicle cap or
service boundaries. These Members suggested that if the existing system of requiring taxis to operate within
given service boundaries was maintained, with the exception of addressing the issue of deadheading, this
would work well as all communities would have access to ride-hailing services and TNC drivers would have
the flexibility to provide service to meet market demand. Within this model, TNC services are complementary
to those provided by taxis and may fill the gap when the demand for service outweighs the current supply of
taxis. Critics of this approach are concerned about increased congestion in urban areas as a result of a sudden
influx of vehicles onto already congested road networks, noting that other jurisdictions are struggling to
reverse the effects caused by the introduction of TNC vehicles.
The Committee was unable to come to a consensus on vehicle caps and service boundaries. However,
Members agreed that, regardless of the approach, TNCs will need to be closely monitored for effects on
traffic congestion as well as other service standards, such as wait times.
In addition to Recommendation #6 on page 7, the Committee made the following recommendations.

Recommendations
The Committee recommends to the Legislative Assembly that the provincial government:
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9.

Require transportation network companies to disclose the cost of a proposed trip on
the app prior to the customer engaging the service.

10.

Monitor data to determine if there is a need for the implementation of a base rate or
a cap on surge or primetime pricing and to inform regulatory decisions in regard to
service boundaries, vehicle caps, or lack thereof.

11.

If transportation network companies are permitted to operate without defined service
boundaries, then taxis should be permitted to accept a fare outside of their home
jurisdiction if the taxi has recently dropped off a fare in that jurisdiction, and the
destination of the new fare is within the taxi’s home jurisdiction.

12.

Ensure all ride-hailing companies in BC be subject to the same tax regime.
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Regulatory Regime: Data Reporting
and Enforcement
Academics, including Dr. Garland Chow, Benn Proctor, and Clark Lim, all suggested requiring TNCs to
report on performance in order to allow the government to monitor the impact of TNCs and implement
any required improvements. The City of Vancouver, the City of Kelowna, TransLink, and the Passenger
Transportation Board agreed that TNCs should be required to provide data to enable those bodies to monitor
and study the impacts of traffic congestion and assist in policy planning.
The Vancouver Police Department highlighted the importance of access to data from an enforcement
perspective, explaining to the Committee that 24/7 timely access to transportation network company data
was essential, particularly in the event that a citizen’s personal safety is at risk. In regard to general monitoring
and enforcement, the Vancouver Police Department cited the City of Ottawa as an example where Uber
is required to provide regular batches of data to police that can be audited to ensure drivers meet all of
the necessary screening and other requirements. Uber suggested that trip origin and destination data be
disaggregated to protect privacy and confidentially and shared with regulators on an annual schedule for
monitoring, compliance, and enforcement purposes.
The Passenger Transportation Branch in the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure explained that
there are several TNCs operating illegally in Metro Vancouver and the Capital Region District, connecting
riders with unlicensed drivers and vehicles. As of January 29, 2018, the Passenger Transportation Branch had
issued over 20 cease and desist orders and 23 fines of a maximum of $1,150 each to drivers identified as
operating without a license. There is currently no mechanism to fine the TNC itself and the Committee heard
that this inability, along with the low fine maximum of $1,150, presented challenges for enforcement. The
Vancouver Police Department advocated for significant penalties to be applied to TNCs that are in breach of
rules and suggested that a ride-hailing enforcement committee be established to address specific issues and
cases as they arise. Many submitters, including the City of Vancouver, stressed the importance of effective
enforcement mechanisms and sufficient enforcement resources.

Conclusions
As there are still many questions regarding the impact of TNCs, Committee Members supported collecting
and monitoring data to make evidence-based adjustments if required in the future.
Committee Members expressed concern that the current allocation of resources for enforcement is
insufficient. Recognizing that proper enforcement requires proper resources, sufficient funding must be
provided to the authorities tasked with this responsibility.
The Committee also discussed the challenges of the current fine system, particularly the fact that fines can
only be issued to individual drivers and not to the TNC. To support effective enforcement, the Committee
favoured implementing a system that allows for fines and administrative penalties to be applied to both
drivers and TNCs, with the majority of the fine applied to the company itself. Committee Members also
supported daily fines for ongoing violations and the need to significantly increase fines.
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Recommendations
The Committee recommends to the Legislative Assembly that the provincial government:
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13.

Require transportation network companies to provide data to government for
monitoring purposes, including but not limited to: wait times; trip lengths; trip start
and end locations; trip start and end times; accessible vehicle trip statistics; trip
refusals; trip fares; drivers’ hours and earnings; driver and passenger demographics;
and consider extending this requirement to the taxi industry.

14.

Ensure that transportation network companies are subject to the same legal
framework as taxi companies in regard to releasing information to police for safety
purposes.

15.

Allocate sufficient resources to ensure proper enforcement of regulations that apply
to transportation network companies.

16.

Allow enforcement to administer penalties and fines to both transportation
network companies and their drivers for violations, including daily fines for ongoing
infractions, and set penalties and fines at a sufficient amount to ensure compliance.
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Regulatory Regime: Insurance
The provision of suitable insurance coverage for TNCs, including their drivers and vehicles, is a complex topic.
Depending on which province they operate in, taxi companies and TNCs rely on public or private automobile
insurance, or a combination of both products, in order to ensure appropriate coverage is in place for their
drivers, passengers, and vehicles. While TNC drivers may have their own personal insurance coverage,
additional coverage is required in order to ensure adequate coverage for the purposes of commercial
passenger transport.

Cross-jurisdictional Information
British Columbia is one of four Canadian provinces, along with Quebec, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba, with
mandatory public auto insurance. The three other provinces have either already instituted provisions for TNCs,
or have introduced legislation to allow TNCs to operate in their jurisdictions in the near future. Quebec and
Saskatchewan require TNCs or their drivers to hold insurance policies of at least $1M in liability insurance.
Saskatchewan and Manitoba have indicated that they will work with their respective public insurance
providers to provide insurance products that are comparable for all ride-hailing companies, including taxis and
TNCs. Saskatchewan Government Insurance has stated that it will provide insurance based on the number
of kilometres a driver records which is different than the commercial insurance coverage currently available
for taxis. Manitoba Public Insurance has outlined a different approach for the provision of insurance which is
based on time bands priced according to the risks associated with each time band, using current claims data.
In 2016, coinciding with the introduction of Uber services in that province, Quebec entered into a pilot
project with Intact Insurance to provide TNC-specific commercial insurance products to Uber drivers, in
addition to the driver’s personal insurance policy. This product provides coverage to vehicles, drivers, and
passengers while the driver is logged onto the Uber app to accept rides.
The Insurance Corporation of British Columbia (ICBC) requires all drivers to purchase Basic Autoplan
insurance coverage. Businesses with 20 or more vehicles insured for commercial or business use are required
to participate in Fleetplan which offers discounts and administrative cost savings. Businesses with between
five and 19 vehicles may choose to participate in Fleetplan if they wish, or they may choose to purchase other
commercial insurance products offered by ICBC or private insurance providers.

Suggested Approaches
Expert witnesses stressed the importance of ensuring public safety by implementing a regulatory framework
for TNCs and, in the interest of fairness, including standardized insurance requirements for taxis and TNCs. In
their submissions, the Insurance Bureau of Canada and Dr. Sumeet Gulati suggested that government should
set minimum insurance requirements for vehicles to reflect the risks associated with using these vehicles
for both personal and commercial use. This aligns with a recommendation made by Dr. Garland Chow who
indicated that the public should be provided with the same level of protection through insurance coverage no
matter who is providing the service (whether through a TNC or a taxi service).
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Many submissions noted that in British Columbia, drivers and vehicle owners have the opportunity to
purchase additional insurance products or increased liability coverage either through ICBC or private
insurance companies to suit their own individual needs or requirements.

Blanket Insurance Policy Coverage
Ripe Rides, Uber, Lyft and the Insurance Bureau of Canada all highlighted the use of “blanket” insurance
policy coverage for TNCs and noted that this approach appears to be working well in many jurisdictions. This
type of company-wide insurance coverage could be applied uniformly to all TNC drivers, passengers, and
vehicle owners, based on timeframes, in addition to the Basic Autoplan coverage required by ICBC. Coverage
is applied from the moment a driver logs on to a TNC application until they log off. The driver’s own personal
auto insurance applies when they are not driving for the TNC.
Expert witnesses noted that blanket insurance coverage can address many of the logistical and administrative
challenges associated with providing minimum coverage to TNC drivers based on the transitory and part-time
nature of the work. Uber also suggested an alternative form of blanket insurance where costs are calculated
based on distance driven or kilometres travelled rather than timeframes. This type of blanket insurance is
sometimes referred to as “pay as you go.”

Conclusions
Committee Members were interested to learn about insurance products available in other jurisdictions where
mandatory public auto insurance exists and considered what approaches might be suitable for BC. Fair and
comparable insurance products should be made available to all ride-hailing companies and their drivers.
Discussions focused on practical solutions to ensure adequate insurance coverage is in place, with the
recognition that many TNC drivers might choose to work on a part-time or casual basis. Recognizing
the relationships between auto insurance and driver licensing and how these relate to vehicle and public
safety, Committee Members wanted to ensure that any new insurance products geared towards TNCs are
introduced in a seamless manner. The Committee would also like to see the creation of an appropriate
insurance policy that would be made available to all ride-hailing companies, including taxis and TNCs.

Recommendations
The Committee recommends to the Legislative Assembly that the provincial government:
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17.

Direct the Insurance Corporation of British Columbia (ICBC) to create or provide
access to insurance products for transportation network companies and ensure fair
and appropriate coverage is available for all ride-hailing providers.

18.

Prescribe minimum insurance levels for transportation network company vehicles that
reflect the risks associated with using a vehicle for mixed personal and commercial
purposes.

19.

Require transportation network companies to confirm that a driver has a personal
insurance policy in place before onboarding them to a transportation network
company app and providing them with associated commercial passenger
transportation insurance.
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Regulatory Regime: Licensing
The current licensing process in British Columbia for passenger directed vehicles, such as taxis, is regulated by
the province and municipalities. Kristin Vanderkuip from the Passenger Transportation Branch in the Ministry
of Transportation and Infrastructure outlined what is required in order to operate in BC. First, a company is
required to get a Commercial Vehicle Safety Enforcement safety certificate from the provincial government, a
passenger transportation license from the Passenger Transportation Board, and a municipal business license in
each community the company wishes to operate in.
Each vehicle is then required to undergo a provincial inspection and obtain appropriate insurance. An
additional municipal inspection may also be required. In order to drive, a Class 4 unrestricted license is
required and municipalities may also require customer service training and a chauffeur permit. A chauffeur
permit often includes a criminal record and driving background check, but is only required in 40 percent of
municipalities that are currently served by taxis.
Uber, the BC Chamber of Commerce, and the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives suggested that TNCs
should be required to obtain a license to operate provincially. In turn, the TNCs should then be directly
responsible for ensuring that their drivers meet any provincial safety criteria outlined in legislation or
regulations.

Conclusions
Committee Members want licensing requirements to continue to undergo rigorous oversight and monitoring
to ensure public safety standards are met or exceeded.
They discussed opportunities to streamline the current provincial licensing process to ensure that TNCs adhere
to the same criteria and requirements and agreed that a provincially-managed licensing process would be the
best approach. Per-trip fees could be used to determine payment amounts to municipalities based on usage
of services, essentially acting in lieu of a municipal business license. In order to ensure consistency across the
province, particularly in regard to public safety standards, Committee Members favoured empowering one
provincial body with overseeing chauffeur permits in place of municipal chauffer permits. This new process
would ensure that all driver screening criteria is met and monitored.
The Committee would also like to ensure that the Passenger Transportation Board is appropriately resourced
and modernized to collect, analyze, and provide data to support evidence-based decision making,
performance analysis, and reporting.
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Recommendations
The Committee recommends to the Legislative Assembly that the provincial government:
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20.

Provide a provincial, centrally-managed licensing program and require transportation
network companies to obtain provincial licenses.

21.

In place of municipal chauffeur permits, establish a provincial chauffeur permit system
which ensures that driver screening criteria set out in Recommendations #24 and
25 are met and require transportation network company drivers to obtain provincial
chauffeur permits through this process.

22.

In lieu of a municipal business license, consider establishing a per-trip fee.

23.

Require the Passenger Transportation Board to collect, analyze, and provide data to
support evidence-based decision-making.
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The importance of ensuring the safety of vehicles, passengers and drivers was a high priority for many
submitters. Current provincial and municipal regulations establish minimum standards for vehicle mechanical
conditions which help to mitigate safety concerns and risks to both passengers and drivers. TNCs and
legislation governing them should empower passengers and drivers with new levels of transparency,
accountability, safety, and certainty when they request or provide a ride. Witnesses also referenced public
safety as a beneficiary of TNCs as more options are made available for getting home, particularly when bars
and restaurants close on weekend nights.

Public Safety
In their presentation to the Committee, Kristin Vanderkuip and Steven Haywood from the Ministry of
Transportation and Infrastructure cautioned that without safety standards and accountability passenger safety
could be compromised and vehicle-related accidents could increase. It was further noted that the Passenger
Transportation Board is mandated to implement public safety policy initiatives. The Greater Vancouver Board
of Trade suggested that it is critical to consider implications related to ensuring public safety when developing
a regulatory regime.

Vehicle Safety
All vehicles used for commercial purposes, including taxi services, must undergo a mandatory yearly
inspection, compliance audits, and random spot checks or roadside inspections. In their written submission,
ICBC noted that, as a condition of issuing or renewing commercial vehicle insurance, all commercial vehicles
must meet National Safety Code and Commercial Vehicle Insurance Program standards as well as Passenger
Transportation license requirements. Representatives from the Vancouver Police Department, the Ministry of
Transportation and Infrastructure, and the BC Taxi Association highlighted the need to ensure that current
vehicle safety codes and regulations are followed by prospective TNCs.

Driver Criteria and Screening
Expert witnesses spoke about driver criteria, including licensing and screening. The Vancouver Police
Department, BC Taxi Association, Lyft, and Uber supported mandatory criminal record and vulnerable
sector checks as well as driver background checks. These would include a full driver’s abstract containing
any information regarding accidents or infractions. A predetermined “look-back” timeframe could also be
put in place to ensure that historical information regarding criminal or driving infractions are included in
background checks. In conjunction with driver licensing, the BC Chamber of Commerce suggested that
medical examinations for TNC drivers could take place on a sliding scale according to age of the driver with
more frequent examinations for older drivers.
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Information Disclosure
The BC Chamber of Commerce, City of Kelowna, and the Greater Vancouver Board of Trade felt that driver
identification, permits, or licenses should be displayed in vehicles as well as an identifying decal clearly
indicating they are associated with a TNC. Drivers for TNC companies should not be permitted to solicit or
accept street hails and all transactions must be initiated and completed through the TNC app.
Representatives from Lyft and Uber noted that their companies’ proprietary apps have built-in functionality
to allow for proactive disclosure of information, including: driver and vehicle information (e.g., driver name
and photo, vehicle make, model, and license plate number); feedback mechanisms for driver and passenger
rating; electronic receipts which provide details regarding the fare paid; starting and ending locations; ride
duration; and distance, time, and date. TNC companies typically retain this data on all rides for at least one
year.
Additional GPS capabilities in TNC apps allow drivers and passengers to track their location at all times in real
time and, in some instances, share this information with their contacts for an additional sense of security and
safety, particularly when travelling in remote or isolated locations.

Service Quality
Expert witnesses raised the issues of standardized customer service training and the provision of assistive
services for people with disabilities and seniors, indicating that technology could be used to reinforce or
oversee established service quality standards.
Representatives from Lyft and Uber told the Committee about the feedback systems embedded in their apps
and how these tools are used to improve service quality and enhance driver and passenger safety. Web or
smartphone-based apps used by TNCs have embedded tools and driver and trip rating systems which can
be used to provide real-time feedback on service quality standards to ensure that issues are monitored and
addressed.

Road Safety
Richard Campbell representing the Victoria Transport Policy Institute, the City of Kelowna, and Clark Lim
highlighted road safety and increased opportunities for traffic accidents, particularly as a result of increased
exit or entry of vehicles to and from the curbside as unintended consequences related to the introduction of
TNCs in other jurisdictions. An increase in “unofficial” pick-up or drop-off points or double-parking could
potentially lead to an increased number of vehicle and cyclist collisions.

Impaired Driving
A number of presenters raised concerns about public safety as it relates to entertainment districts in larger
cities and how an increased number of citizens flood the streets looking for transportation options when bars
and restaurants close. The Vancouver Police Department outlined issues related to delays in securing safe
transportation for citizens late at night, including: greater potential for violence; waiting for transit services in
isolated areas; or walking home when all other options fail. It may be particularly challenging for suburban
residents to secure safe rides home as taxis are not able to pick up passengers on the return trip back to the
city from suburban destinations due to service boundary regulations (see Availability and Pricing section).
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Representatives from the Vancouver Police Department, the City of Port Moody, and other expert witnesses,
including Benn Proctor and Dr. Jonathan Hall spoke about perceived improvements in public safety and, in
particular, fewer instances of impaired driving as a result of the introduction of TNC services in a number
of jurisdictions. Representatives from Uber noted that in Edmonton the instances of impaired driving had
dropped by 30 percent since Uber had launched its service in that city.

Conclusions
Any regulations currently in place regarding passenger transport vehicles, such as taxis, should be expanded
to similarly include new entries into the market, such as TNCs. The Committee discussed how the provision
or renewal of vehicle insurance through ICBC can provide confidence in public safety as this relates to
mandatory vehicle inspections, driver testing, and certification.
Legislation is already in place to ensure road safety standards through provincial highway regulations,
including requirements for winter tires, and some municipalities may have bylaws or rules in relation to the
use of winter tires, chains, and traction devices which may differ from provincial highway regulations.
In recognition of the sometimes transitory nature of driving for TNC companies, including the trend towards
part-time work, the Committee did not feel that it was necessary for TNC drivers to obtain a Class 4
(restricted) driver’s license. Rather, drivers who work for a TNC should be required to have a Class 5 driver’s
license with additional provisions for a medical examination and appropriate background checks. The
Committee also discussed the possibility of setting a “look back” period for the driver’s abstract and criminal
record checks and explicitly identifying infractions and convictions that would render a person ineligible to
drive for a TNC. In the interest of public safety, Committee Members favoured prohibiting TNC drivers from
soliciting or accepting street hails, in order to discourage the public from entering unmarked vehicles that
have not been prearranged.
Committee Members recognized that drivers, passengers, pedestrians, and cyclists must be able to access
roads, streets, and highways in a safe and secure manner. They encouraged the provincial government to
study best practices from other jurisdictions in regard to promoting increased safety for citizens, including
the use of cameras in TNC vehicles. Committee Members acknowledged that the Information and Privacy
Commissioner should be consulted in regard to the collection, storage, and use of any video data, if cameras
were implemented in TNCs.
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Recommendations
The Committee recommends to the Legislative Assembly that the provincial government:
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24.

Require transportation network company drivers to submit to a driver’s abstract
check, national criminal record and vulnerable sector check on an annual basis, to be
performed by a third-party provider.

25.

Require transportation network company drivers to meet Class 5 driver’s license
requirements, with additional provisions for medical exams, similar to what is currently
required under Class 4 licensing, and consider extending this to taxi drivers.

26.

Require ride-hailing apps to include safety features, including GPS tracking of every
trip, and full disclosure of driver and vehicle information to the customer, including
name and photo of driver and make, model, year and license plate number of the
vehicle.

27.

Require transportation network companies to provide an electronic receipt to the
customer that includes the following information: amount of fare quoted; amount
of fare paid; pick-up and drop-off points; time of pick-up and drop-off; duration and
distance of ride; and driver information.

28.

Require an identifying decal on vehicles to indicate that they are associated with a
transportation network company.

29.

Require transportation network company drivers to prominently display their permit
license with photograph inside their vehicle.

30.

Ensure that a system is in place to allow drivers and passengers to provide feedback
or rate each other in order to monitor service quality levels, and address concerns or
issues in a timely manner.

31.

Require transportation network companies to provide a 24/7 customer service team.

32.

Ensure that transportation network companies and their drivers follow the National
Safety Code, and require comprehensive and mandatory inspections of transportation
network company vehicles, carried out by provincially-certified technicians, and
institute a standard inspection schedule based on total kilometres driven on the
vehicle.
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Summary of Recommendations
The Select Standing Committee on Crown Corporations recommends to the Legislative Assembly that the
provincial government:

Community Impact
Accessibility
1.

Require all ride-hailing companies with fleets over a reasonable size to achieve a
wait-time standard or service guarantee for accessible service that is equal to that of
non-accessible trips.

2.

All non-accessible trips (across the ride-hailing industry) should be assessed a levy that
can be used to enhance accessible services.

3.

Require all transportation network company online applications to meet or exceed
established mobile accessibility standards (W3C), such as the inclusion of screen
readers and a high contrast colour scheme as well as the option for customers to
input additional notes or prompts to the driver.

4.

Ensure that transportation network companies provide access for their drivers to
inclusion training that has been established/certified as an industry standard, such as
Serving Customers with Disabilities through the Justice Institute of British Columbia,
TaxiHostPro, WorldHost, and ACT.

5.

Require ride-hailing companies to provide an accessible trip bonus to drivers of
wheelchair accessible vehicles, in recognition of the extra time required to deliver
accessible service, and the cost of operating an accessible vehicle.

6.

Ensure that transportation network companies and their drivers are not permitted to
charge a higher fee to a customer who requires the services of an accessible vehicle.

Employment
See Recommendation #13.

Public Transportation, Traffic Congestion and Environment
See Recommendation #13.

Small, Rural and Remote Communities
Although there are no formal recommendations in this section, the Committee suggested
that regulations be implemented with a lens that takes into account small, rural, and remote
communities as they may have different challenges that will need to be considered.
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Taxi Industry
7.

Consider protecting specific types of business for the traditional taxi industry only,
such as taxi stands, hotel taxi queues, airport taxi queues, cruise ship terminals, and
street-hailing.

8.

Ensure that legislation governing the existing taxi industry is reviewed and updated
in concert with the drafting and introduction of any new transportation network
company-specific legislation in order to allow for fair and equitable competition
between the two industries.

See also Recommendation #11.

Regulatory Regime
Availability and Pricing
9.

Require transportation network companies to disclose the cost of a proposed trip on
the app prior to the customer engaging the service.

10.

Monitor data to determine if there is a need for the implementation of a base rate or
a cap on surge or primetime pricing and to inform regulatory decisions in regard to
service boundaries, vehicle caps, or lack thereof.

11.

If transportation network companies are permitted to operate without defined service
boundaries, then taxis should be permitted to accept a fare outside of their home
jurisdiction if the taxi has recently dropped off a fare in that jurisdiction, and the
destination of the new fare is within the taxi’s home jurisdiction.

12.

Ensure all ride-hailing companies in BC be subject to the same tax regime.

See also Recommendation #6.

Data Reporting and Enforcement
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13.

Require transportation network companies to provide data to government for
monitoring purposes, including but not limited to: wait times; trip lengths; trip start
and end locations; trip start and end times; accessible vehicle trip statistics; trip
refusals; trip fares; drivers’ hours and earnings; driver and passenger demographics;
and consider extending this requirement to the taxi industry.

14.

Ensure that transportation network companies are subject to the same legal
framework as taxi companies in regard to releasing information to police for safety
purposes.

15.

Allocate sufficient resources to ensure proper enforcement of regulations that apply
to transportation network companies.
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16.

Allow enforcement to administer penalties and fines to both transportation
network companies and their drivers for violations, including daily fines for ongoing
infractions, and set penalties and fines at a sufficient amount to ensure compliance.

Insurance
17.

Direct the Insurance Corporation of British Columbia (ICBC) to create or provide
access to insurance products for transportation network companies, and ensure fair
and appropriate coverage is available for all ride-hailing providers.

18.

Prescribe minimum insurance levels for transportation network company vehicles that
reflect the risks associated with using a vehicle for mixed personal and commercial
purposes.

19.

Require transportation network companies to confirm that a driver has a personal
insurance policy in place before onboarding them to a transportation network
company app and providing them with associated commercial passenger
transportation insurance.

Licensing
20.

Provide a provincial, centrally-managed licensing program and require transportation
network companies to obtain provincial licenses.

21.

In place of municipal chauffeur permits, establish a provincial chauffeur permit system
which ensures that driver screening criteria set out in Recommendations #24 and
25 are met and require transportation network company drivers to obtain provincial
chauffeur permits through this process.

22.

In lieu of a municipal business license, consider establishing a per-trip fee.

23.

Require the Passenger Transportation Board to collect, analyze, and provide data to
support evidence-based decision-making.

Vehicle and Public Safety
24.

Require transportation network company drivers to submit to a driver’s abstract
check, national criminal record and vulnerable sector check on an annual basis, to be
performed by a third-party provider.

25.

Require transportation network company drivers to meet Class 5 driver’s license
requirements, with additional provisions for medical exams, similar to what is currently
required under Class 4 licensing, and consider extending this to taxi drivers.

26.

Require ride-hailing apps to include safety features, including GPS tracking of every
trip, and full disclosure of driver and vehicle information to the customer, including
name and photo of driver and make, model, year and license plate number of the
vehicle.
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27.

Require transportation network companies to provide an electronic receipt to the
customer that includes the following information: amount of fare quoted; amount
of fare paid; pick-up and drop-off points; time of pick-up and drop-off; duration and
distance of ride; and driver information.

28.

Require an identifying decal on vehicles to indicate that they are associated with a
transportation network company.

29.

Require transportation network company drivers to prominently display their permit
license with photograph inside their vehicle.

30.

Ensure that a system is in place to allow drivers and passengers to provide feedback
or rate each other in order to monitor service quality levels, and address concerns or
issues in a timely manner.

31.

Require transportation network companies to provide a 24/7 customer service team.

32.

Ensure that transportation network companies and their drivers follow the National
Safety Code, and require comprehensive and mandatory inspections of transportation
network company vehicles, carried out by provincially-certified technicians, and
institute a standard inspection schedule based on total kilometres driven on the
vehicle.
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BC Chamber of Commerce, Val Litwin (08-Jan-18)
BC Federation of Labour, Stephen Howard, Irene Lanzinger (09-Jan-18)
BC Taxi Association, Don Guilbault, Mohan Singh Kang (08-Jan-18)
Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives, Alex Hemingway (10-Jan-18)
Dr. Garland Chow, Associate Professor Emeritus in the Operations and Logistics Division at the University of
British Columbia Sauder School of Business (10-Jan-18)
City of Enderby, Tate Bengston, Brian Schreiner (08-Jan-18)
City of Fort St. John, Mayor Lori Ackerman (09-Jan-18)
City of Vancouver, Jerry Dobrovolny, Kaye Krishna (10-Jan-18)
Dr. Sumeet Gulati, Associate Professor of Environmental and Resource Economics at the University of British
Columbia (08-Jan-18)
Steven Hill, journalist, lecturer and political professional (09-Jan-18)
Insurance Bureau of Canada, Henry Blumenthal, Obaid Rahman, Aaron Sutherland (09-Jan-18)
Clark Lim, Master of Engineering degree from the University of British Columbia and a guest lecturer on
transportation engineering and planning at University of British Columbia (09-Jan-18)
Lyft, Timothy Burr Jr. (09-Jan-18)
Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure, Commercial Vehicle Safety and Enforcement, Steven Haywood
(08-Jan-18)
Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure, Passenger Transportation Branch, Kristin Vanderkuip (08-Jan-18)
Monark Group, Kush Parikh, Navroop Sehmi, Monty Sikka (09-Jan-18)
Passenger Transportation Board, Jan Broocke, Catherine Read (10-Jan-18)
Benn Proctor, Master’s degree in Public Policy from Simon Fraser University, thesis entitled “Assessing and
Reforming Vancouver’s Taxi Regulations” (08-Jan-18)
Ripe Rides, Ricky Goraya, Nitesh Mistry, Otis Perrick (09-Jan-18)
Dr. Thomas Ross, Professor in the Strategy and Business Economics Division at the University of British
Columbia Sauder School of Business (09-Jan-18)
Taxi Drivers’ Association of Southern BC, Opinder Singh (09-Jan-18)
TransLink, Kevin Desmond, Andrew Devlin (10-Jan-18)
Uber Canada, Michael van Hemmen (08-Jan-18)
Vancouver Police Department, Jeff Rice (10-Jan-18)
Vancouver Taxi Association, Emon Bari, Carolyn Bauer, Robbie Dhillon, Kulwant Sahota (08-Jan-18)
Victoria Transport Policy Institute, Richard Campbell (08-Jan-18)
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Appendix B: Written Submissions
from Expert Witnesses
Arete Hub Inc., Shreyans Jain
Canadian Hearing Society, Gary Malkowski
City of Kelowna, Mayor Colin Basran
City of Port Moody, Mayor Mike Clay
City of Surrey, Mayor Linda Hepner
City of Victoria, Mayor Lisa Helps
Greater Vancouver Board of Trade, Iain Black
Dr. Jonathan Hall, Assistant Professor in the Department of Economics and School of Public Policy and
Governance at the University of Toronto
Insurance Corporation of British Columbia, Steve Crombie
Office of the Seniors Advocate, Isobel Mackenzie
Dr. Anthony Perl, Professor of Urban Studies and Political Science at Simon Fraser University
Spinal Cord Injury Organization of BC, Chris McBride
Vancouver Airport Authority, Scott Norris
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Foreword
The North Central Local Government Association (NCLGA) made changes to its resolutions
process following the creation of its 2014-2018 Strategic Plan.
After years of roundtable discussions, strategic planning sessions at AGMs, and careful
deliberation by the NCLGA Board and its committees, a series of changes have been put in
place to ensure a more standardized and effective resolutions process.
Many of these changes bring the NCLGA’s procedures up-to-date with other local government
organizations, such as the Union of British Columbian Municipalities (UBCM), and the
Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM). Other changes establish lines of responsibility for
resolutions, and open up channels of communication. The NCLGA hopes that with these
changes, we may bring closure to a substantial amount of resolutions, both new and old.
Finally, the NCLGA is now opening up its call for resolutions earlier than in the past. This gives
local governments more board meetings to discuss, formulate, edit, and submit substantial and
informed resolutions that will guide both our regional and provincial work going forward.
Highlights:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Federal, provincial, or local categorization
Requirement of additional background information
Formatting requirements
Three-year timeline
Increased communication to sponsor communities
Packages to be distributed in December, early call for resolutions

3
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Resolutions 101
Resolution: a written motion adopted by a deliberative body.
Resolutions are used as marching orders for the NCLGA. Each year, local government councils
and boards submit resolutions to the NCLGA. These are specific calls to action, instructing the
NCLGA to do something on behalf of all member communities in the region.

Resolutions

th

submitted before the deadline (March 7 , 2019) are discussed at the AGM & Convention each
May. There, it is decided by the membership which resolutions to adopt or not. Adoption of the
resolution signals the full support of all NCLGA member communities. This adds significant
strength to the NCLGA’s calls for change when advocating for the resolution’s proposed action.
Resolutions follow a specific format, and must be submitted by a member community in order to
reach the floor at the NCLGA AGM & Convention. The NCLGA does not take resolutions from
non-members. After the AGM & Convention, all adopted resolutions are sent to UBCM for
further advocacy. However, only resolutions that address issues of a province-wide concern are
adopted by UBCM.

•

The deadline for submitting resolutions to NCLGA is 60 days before the AGM &
Convention (March 7th, 2019). This year, however, we have set a friendly
deadline of Friday March 1st, 2019 to allow us to create a more robust
advocacy process.

•

Only NCLGA members may submit resolutions. Resolutions are not accepted from
hospital districts, industry, or other organizations.

•

Resolutions may be sent back to communities asking for specific changes to be made
(punctuation, formatting, etc). For example, the enactment clause must specifically ask
the NCLGA to do something. If NCLGA is not mentioned in this clause, resolutions will
be sent back and the member will be asked to change the wording.

•

If resolutions come in that are very similar in nature, sponsor communities may be asked
to agree to a merged resolution.

In this instance, both communities will receive

recognition as having sponsored it – this streamlines the resolutions process and
reduces time spent debating resolutions at the AGM & Convention.

•

If the resolution is of a regional nature (pertaining to a northern highway for example), be
aware that UBCM may reject it as being “too regional” and will request that NCLGA
advocate for it on their own.
4
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Structure of a Resolution
All resolutions consist of a preamble and an enactment. The preamble describes the issue, and
the enactment outlines the action being requested. A resolution should answer three questions:

(a) What is the problem?
(b) What is causing the problem?
(c) What is the best way to solve the problem?
Preamble
The preamble begins with "WHEREAS," and is a concise sentence about the nature of the
problem or the reason for the request. It answers questions (a) and (b) above, stating the
problem and its cause, and should explain, clearly and briefly, the reasons for the resolution.
The preamble should contain no more than two "WHEREAS" clauses. If explaining the problem
requires more than two clauses, then provide supporting documents to describe the problem
more fully. Do not add extra clauses.

Enactment
The enactment begins with the phrase "THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED," and is a concise
sentence that answers question (c) above, suggesting the best way to solve the problem. The
enactment should propose a specific action by UBCM.

Keep the enactment as short as

possible, and clearly describe the action being requested. The wording should leave no doubt
about the proposed action.

5
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Resolution Writing Tips
a) Address one subject in the text of the resolution. Since your community seeks to influence
attitudes and inspire action, limit the resolution to one specific subject or issue.

b) Use simple, action-oriented language and avoid ambiguous terms. Explain the situation
briefly and state the desired action clearly.

c) Provide factual background information. Even a carefully written resolution may not be able
to convey the full scope of the problem or the action being requested.

Provide factual

background information to ensure that the resolution is understood fully.
Submit background information in one of the following two formats:

i.

Supplementary Memo
A brief, one-page memo from the sponsor local government, which outlines the
background that led to the adoption of the resolution by the council or board.

ii.

Council/Board Report

A report on the subject matter, presented to council or board in conjunction with the
resolution.

If it is not possible to send the entire report, then extract the essential

information and submit it with the resolution.

d) Construct a brief, descriptive title. A title identifies the intent of the resolution and is usually
drawn from the "enactment clause."

For ease of printing in the Resolutions Book and for

clarity, the title should be no more than three or four words.

e) Focus on issues that are regional. The issue identified in the resolution should be relevant
to other local governments across the NCLGA region. This will support productive debate
and assist NCLGA to represent your concern effectively to the provincial or federal
government on behalf of all NCLGA regional districts and municipalities.

6
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S.M.A.R.T Criteria for Resolutions
Specific – Target a specific area for improvement.
This criterion stresses the need for a specific goal rather than a more general one. This means
the goal is clear and unambiguous. To make resolutions specific, they must tell the NCLGA
membership exactly what's expected, why it's important, who’s involved, where it's going to
happen and which attributes are important.
A specific goal will usually answer the five 'W' questions:

•

What: What do I want to accomplish?

•

Why: Specific reasons, purpose or benefits of accomplishing the goal.

•

Who: Who is involved?

•

When: What is the timeline?

•

Where: Identify a location/region.

Measurable – Quantify, or at least suggest an indicator of, progress.
A resolution is measurable when you are able to identify the following question: “How will I
know when the resolution is accomplished?”
The second criterion stresses the need for concrete criteria for measuring progress. The thought
behind this is that if a resolution is not measurable, it is not possible to know whether the
NCLGA is making progress toward successful completion.
Assignable – Specify who will do it.
Without a group held to account, who takes responsibility for completing the resolution? Assign
the resolution to specific parties in order to create accountability. Usually, responsibility for the
resolution is assigned to one or more of the following parties: the sponsoring community;
NCLGA; and/or UBCM.
Realistic – State what results can realistically be achieved, given available resources.
The fourth criterion stresses the importance of resolutions that are realistic and also attainable.
Resolutions that fall outside the purview of local government are not considered realistic. To
determine if the resolution is realistic, ascertain if other local governments have accomplished
anything similar in the past, and figure out what conditions would have to exist to accomplish
this resolution.
7
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Timely – Specify when the result(s) can be achieved.
Each resolution submitted to the NCLGA will remain active for a maximum of three (3) years.
Resolutions may be resubmitted, with updated background information as to why it’s still
relevant, once the three-year period has passed. This change is made for two reasons: firstly,
situations are not static. Partnerships, legislation, funding, and more can change rapidly. By
providing a timeline for resolutions, it compels communities to update the resolution to reflect
the current circumstances.
Secondly, it makes the NCLGA’s workload more realistic. If every community submitted just
one resolution per year, in Year One, staff would have 41 resolutions to work on. In Year
Three, staff would have 123 resolutions. By Year Five, staff would have 205 resolutions. At
this point, expectations become unachievable.
reformatted with

The NCLGA’s resolutions process is being

the promise of making resolutions effective – each and every resolution

submitted and endorsed at the AGM will be meaningfully acted upon.

8
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Sample Resolution
SHORT TITLE

SPONSOR COMMUNITY

WHEREAS the quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog;

Semicolon after first “WHEREAS”
clause.

AND WHEREAS the lazy dog does not enjoy games of leapfrog:

Colon after second “WHEREAS”
clause.

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the quick brown fox will refrain from jumping
over the lazy dog.

[A second enactment clause, if absolutely required:]
AND BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that in the future the quick brown fox will invite a
different partner to participate in games of leapfrog.

9
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NCLGA Gold Star Resolution
Each year, a gold star is awarded to the sponsor community with the best resolution. The
criteria for qualifying for the Gold Star Resolution are as follows:

•

Resolution must be properly titled.

•

Resolution must employ clear, simple language.

•

Resolution must clearly identify a problem, reason and solution.

•

Resolution must have two or fewer recital (WHEREAS) clauses.

•

Resolution must have a short, clear, stand-alone enactment (THEREFORE) clause.

•

Resolution must focus on a single subject, and must be of local government
concern region-wide.

•

Resolution must include appropriate references to policy, legislation and regulation.

•

Resolution must be received prior to the deadline of March 7rd, 2019.

•

Resolution must have a recommendation of endorsement by the NCLGA Executive.

10
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Examples of Well-Written Resolutions
SHADOW POPULATIONS

NCLGA EXECUTIVE

WHEREAS local governments in rural British Columbia are experiencing a growing number of
people living adjacent to their borders which is placing additional service provision pressures on
these communities;
AND WHEREAS the local governments are not presently allowed to include this “shadow”
population in their overall population count even though municipal services are utilized by them:
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the NCLGA and UBCM lobby the Provincial Government
to amend the Community Charter to allow local governments the ability to conduct municipal
census similar to Alberta’s Municipal Government Act’s Determination of Population Regulation
63/2001 and Amendment 10/2013.
Background Information:
Province of Alberta, Municipal Government Act, Determination of Population Regulation Alberta
Regulation 63/2001
http://municipalaffairs.gov.ab.ca/documents/msb/Determination_of_Population_Regulation.pdf
Shadow population
(1) A municipal authority may apply to the Minister to have the shadow population
included as part of the municipal census if the shadow population in a municipality is

(a) greater than 1000 persons, or
(b) less than 1000 persons but greater in number than 10% of the
permanent population.

(2) An application under subsection (1) must be made prior to the municipal authority
conducting the municipal census.

(3) The shadow population for a municipal authority must be verified every 3 years by a
count held in the period starting on April 1 and ending on June 30 of the same year.

(4) The Minister shall determine whether the shadow population may be included as
part of the municipal authority’s municipal census.

(5) If the Minister permits a municipal authority to use the shadow population as part of
the municipal census, the municipal authority must submit the results of the count of the
shadow population, in the form set out in Schedule 3, to the Minister before September
1 of the year in which the municipal census is conducted.
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STREETLIGHTS AND CARBON NEUTRALITY

PORT CLEMENTS,
QUEEN CHARLOTTE,
MASSET,
NEW HAZELTON,
STEWART

WHEREAS BC Municipalities, who signed the Climate Action Charter, were supposed to
achieve carbon neutrality by 2012 and streetlights represent a significant portion of electrical
usage, especially for small northern communities;
AND WHEREAS BC Hydro owns a significant percentage of the streetlights under the 1701
designation, especially in smaller communities, which is preventing those communities from
being able to address their carbon footprint by changing to LED streetlights:
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the NCLGA and the UBCM supports lobbying the
provincial government to make the necessary changes to BC Hydro to allow all communities to
reach locally appropriate solutions to switch BC Hydro owned streetlights to LED lights.

Background Information:
Municipalities who signed the Climate Action Charter are required to be carbon neutral either
through changes in operations, by purchasing carbon credits or through some combination
thereof.

This creates a challenge, especially in small communities who do not have the

resources or the density of population to make some of the options cost effective. Streetlights
represent a large electrical use for most municipalities.

BC Hydro owns most streetlights

(classified as Schedule 1701 – Overhead Street Lights) in small communities and in some
larger communities as well. LED technology represents at minimum a 45% savings in electrical
consumption and carbon emissions (the estimates vary between 45-65%). Currently, for any
streetlight fixture owned by BC Hydro, there is no mechanism to allow Municipalities to have
them changed to LED fixtures even if the community is willing to fund the retrofit 100%. Small
communities are not significant enough power consumers to have Key Account Managers
within BC Hydro to advocate on their behalf. Additionally, BC Hydro doesn’t currently have a
tariff in place to recognize the reduced power consumption of LED lighting. Creating a tariff
involves the BC Utilities Commission and is a slow process.
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Haida Gwaii has had funding in place since the beginning of 2012 to replace 1701 Streetlights
with LED fixtures and have been negotiating with BC Hydro to allow them to switch to LED
lights since March of 2012. The north end of Haida Gwaii runs exclusively on diesel generated
hydro whose rates are subsidized by the rest of British Columbia residents therefore making the
conversion to LED in all British Columbians interest.
Although BC Hydro is a large organization and the wheels often turn much slower where
several levels of bureaucracy are involved, LED streetlights are not new technology. NCLGA
and UBCM need to strongly encourage BC Hydro to move quicker on this issue and to work
with small communities, regardless of the amount of power consumption involved, to reach
solutions that support BC Hydro’s green initiatives and BC Municipalities obligations under the
Climate Action Charter.
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ALL-TERRAIN VEHICLE OPERATION ON PUBLIC ROADS

WELLS

WHEREAS small rural communities could benefit economically as service centres for the
growing recreational sport of All-Terrain Vehicle (ATV) touring;
AND WHEREAS legislation in British Columbia currently prohibits the operation of All-Terrain
Vehicles on highways, roads and streets for recreational purposes:
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the NCLGA and UBCM lobby the Provincial Government
to amend current legislation to permit Local Governments to regulate the operation of ATVs on
municipal roads and streets within their boundaries.
Background Information:
Provincial legislation currently provides local governments with the power to regulate the use of
snowmobiles on municipal streets.

Some municipalities such as the District of Wells take

advantage of this empowerment to promote our community as a winter tourism destination by
providing snowmobile enthusiasts not only with an excellent winter trail system, but also with
the ability to directly access services in our town such as accommodation, restaurants and fuel.
The resolution being proposed is to encourage the Provincial Government to extend this same
successful municipal empowerment to include the regulation of recreational All-Terrain Vehicles
on municipal streets.

Just as with snowmobiles, each Local Government could have the

authority, by bylaw, to determine how, where and when ATV on-street use could be permitted
within their boundaries. Obviously, this may not be suitable for many urban areas and in such
situations local governments need not enact such bylaws. However, for rural communities with
a

strong economic dependence on recreational tourism such legislation could provide an

additional tool with which to promote their communities and sustain their businesses. For this
reason we ask your support for this resolution.
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